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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR 

Dear Readers, 
This Fall, it is our pleasure to present Volume LII, Number 1 of the Towson University Journal of 

International Affairs.  Because the field of international affairs encompasses a wide range of topics, this 
issue incorporates works of scholarship touching on a number of pressing matters that reflect this 
diversity.  The authors featured in this issue represent multiple institutions of higher learning, including 
two Towson University alumni. These articles demonstrate a deep understanding of international affairs 
and offer unique insights and original research.  We are therefore delighted to publish each of them in this 
edition of the Journal.

First, Towson University had the unique privilege of hosting Leymah Gbowee, a Nobel Peace 
Prize Laureate, for a talk regarding peace struggles in response to militarism and violence.  During her 
visit at Towson, the world-renowned peace activist shared her experiences, knowledge, and advice with 
an audience of Towson students and faculty.  The Journal staff, after recording Ms. Gbowee’s talk, 
transcribed the conversation and has formatted the text into an article format.  The article, included as the 
first article in this issue, is titled “Building Peace from Below: Individual Empowerment in the Face of 
Militarism.”  It is our hope that readers will both enjoy and learn from Ms. Gbowee’s discussion in text 
format, and we would like to direct those interested in viewing/listening to the discussion to the “Events” 
page on the Journal website, where they will be able to watch a recording of the event. 

Second, in “The Afghanistan War and America’s National Identity,” Mr. Tim Bynion, a Towson 
alumnus, analyzes how American national identity has impacted the public’s perception of the American 
war in Afghanistan.  The article takes readers through a journey of American-Afghan relations, 
articulates many of the complexities concerning American military and political motivations, and 
discusses how the conflict’s unique unpopularity has heretofore not impacted its duration.  Through the 
lenses of American exceptionalism, liberal internationalism, triumphalism, and militarism, Bynion paints 
a unique and informative picture of how varying public interests, foreign policy goals, and political 
influences have, and still do, perpetuate the American War in Afghanistan. 

Third, in his article, “Measuring State Size: Purely a Matter of Territory,” Mr. David K. 
Tian, a Ph.D student at Johns Hopkins University, aims to provide readers with an accurate definition and 
measurement for state size, an often confused and misapplied term in the field of international relations.  
Throughout the article, Tian provides a brief context detailing the definition of state size, its importance, 
and why a refined approach to the concept’s international application must be taken.  The article contains 
a review of the  current literature, a hypothetical approach to revising state size measurements, and 
analyses of how states might presently be measured for their sizes through considerations of power, 
territory, and capacity.  
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Sincerely, 
Connor McNairn and Finn 
Hasson, Editor in Chief, 
Submissions Director

Fourth, Ms. Lindsay Robbins addresses shortcomings in American immigration policy. Robbins’s 
analysis focuses primarily on immigration from Central America’s Northern Triangle—El 
Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras—and discusses how the United States’ history of military and 
economic interventions in Central America have partially led to the region’s current instability. 
Robbins remarks that U.S. policies are ineffective in that they ignore or do not adequately address 
the complex interplay between socio-economic factors that drive decisions to migrate.  She also 
argues that a greater focus on sustainable development programs to expand human capital would 
do more to address immigration issues than currently favored approaches.

Fifth, Ms. Hilary Miller analyzes the events that precipitated the genocide of Lithuania’s 
Jewish population during the Holocaust. Miller presents the Lithuanian Jewry as a unique cohort, 
different from other Jewish European enclaves in that the Lithuanian Jewish community was 
unusually large and unified. This community faced a quick, brutal, and near-complete annihilation 
in the early stages of World War II. Miller argues that the extermination of the Lithuanian Jewish 
community was particularly violent and complete because of the Aktionen policy, Nazi ideological 
contempt for communism and belief in Jewish Bolshevism, and the intense involvement of local 
collaborating forces.

Last, in “Terrorizing Schooling: The Evolving Education Politics of Boko Haram,” Mr. 
Alexander Peeples, a University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill alumnus, examines Boko 
Haram, the West African terrorist organization, and highlights the organization’s strategic 
targeting of education throughout the continent.  In the article, Mr. Peeples provides an insightful 
organizational context for Boko Haram, effectively identifying the group’s origin and the meaning 
of its title, as expressing its rejection of colonially imposed educational practices.   Additionally, 
Peeples considers how institutional challenges within African states, including historical 
educational failure, structural inequality, and gendered terrorism, catalyze the organization’s 
operations.  Through this unique perspective, Peeples demonstrates how Boko Haram particularly 
uses anti-educational motivations to inflict harm on surrounding populations. 

The remarkably talented and unique collection of authors in this issue offer original 
perspectives on some of the most pressing and relevant topics in the field of international affairs.  
It is our pleasure to feature these works of scholarship in the Fall 2019 issue, and we sincerely 
hope that all readers will find this issue both engaging and informative.   
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Building Peace From Below: Individual 
Empowerment in the Face of Militarism 

Leymah Gbowee* 

In 2011, Leymah Gbowee won the Nobel Peace Prize, along with Ellen Johnson Sirleaf and Tawakkul 
Karman, for her role in contributing to the resolution of Liberia’s notoriously vicious Second Civil War 
in 2003 and for the “non-violent struggle for the safety of women and for women’s rights to full 
participation in peacebuilding work.”1  In 2012, she founded the Gbowee Peace Foundation, Africa, and 
serves as its president. This foundation creates educational and leadership opportunities for girls and 
women in Liberia. In addition, she is the Executive Director of the Women, Peace, and Security program 
at Columbia University’s Earth Institute and a Sustainable Development Goals Advocate for the United 
Nations. She is a member of the World Refugee Council, a commissioner-delegate for the Liberia Truth 
and Reconciliation Commission, and a founding member and former coordinator of the Women in 
Peacebuilding Program/West African Network for Peacebuilding. She also serves on the board of the 
Nobel Women’s Initiative, is a Global Ambassador for Oxfam, has received numerous honorary degrees, 
and is a tireless advocate for peace, justice, and women’s rights through her membership in several other 
organizations. 

On November 10, 2018, Ms. Gbowee presented a talk to the students at Towson University on peace, 
militarism, women’s rights, and empowerment. The Towson University Journal of International Affairs 
was a proud organizer and co-sponsor of this event. What follows is a transcript of her comments, which 
have been lightly edited for length and readability. A video recording of her full talk, including a 
question-and-answer session, can be found on the journal’s web site by clicking on this link: 

 https://wp.towson.edu/iajournal/events/leymah-gbowee/. 

Ms. Gbowee: Thank you so much for having us here this evening. It tells a lot about an institution when 
you see a lot of young people interested in global affairs and peace and security issues. 

If you look at the state of our world today, you can easily become pessimistic about wars and 
violence everywhere. Places like the US aren't seen as being at war, at least not internally. 

Maybe not technically, but if you look at gun violence, what are the stats? There’s a website 
called “Gun Archive.”2  It's about the gun culture and gun violence in America. Yesterday, the statistics 
there showed 49,099 instances of gun violence had taken place this year. When I had checked it three 
days before, it listed about 48,800. And from yesterday until today, there have been another 185 gun 
incidents in the US. So, from yesterday evening, it went from 49,099 gun incidents to what it is now: 
49,386. 

*Ms. Leymah Gbowee is the founder of Gbowee Peace Foundation Africa (in Monrovia, Liberia), Gbowee Peace
Foundation Africa-USA (in New York City, USA), and current President of the Gbowee Peace Foundation Africa.
She currently serves as Executive Director of the Women, Peace and Security Program at Columbia University’s
Earth Institute.

1 “Nobel Peace Prize 2011 - Press Release.” www.Nobelprize.org. 2011-10-07 
2 https://www.gunviolencearchive.org/   
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To take another example, on the “Wars of the World”3  website a few years back, the Syrian 
conflict was just between the Syrian Army and one insurgent group. Today, there are 199 militia 
insurgent groups operating in Syria. 

When people think about peace and security, they tend to hinge it on militarism. The general 
perception is that once we end wars, we have peace. Once we end wars, we have security. And you say to 
yourself, peace in this world is hinged on the number of armies that countries have. The number of jet 
bombers. My argument is that it’s not just the armies. When you look at peace and security, what you 
need to consider are those conditions that make you feel like a human and make me feel like a human. 

A few months back, I found myself at the Naval War College up there in Rhode Island. All of 
these powerful generals were there from the US and Canada, and we’re having conversations about peace 
and security. The point that I try to drive home to them is that, until we get to a place in this world where 
we can re-imagine peace and security, not from an army and a military standpoint, but from a perspective 
of human security, where your basic human needs are met, we will continue to see these alarming rates of 
gun violence. We will continue to see an increase in militia groups in the different parts of the world. 

Trust me. Because you are in this community and you have freedom of speech, you have a warm 
bed, you have food, you have all of the conditions met to make you feel like a true citizen of the space 
that you find yourself in, if someone came and offered you an AK-47 and said “Let’s go cause trouble,” 
you would think ten times. However, if you lived in a space where you are not treated like a human, 
where you’re treated like a second class citizen and your needs are not met, if someone offered you a gun 
and said to you, “If you join me and use this, we can change your world,” instantly you would say yes. 

Let me demonstrate this to you. I went to the Italian Parliament during the Libyan War. I sit on 
the board for a group in Italy that is focused on restorative justice, reconciliation, and trauma healing. So, 
during the war in Libya when they were trying to get Gaddafi out, we were lobbying the Italian 
government (because it plays a huge role in Libya) to see if they could put some money not just into 
getting rid of this dictator, but into infrastructure development and healing the wounds of the people. 
Basically, I went to Parliament and made a case for the people, made a case for trauma healing, made a 
case for trauma awareness, and the government committed several million euros to this organization to go 
back to Libya to work. 

So we went into Libya a little over a year after the fall of Gaddafi. We got there, and they had 
probably four insurgent groups. I had the opportunity to meet a room full of one hundred young men. We 
started to talk about peace and justice, transition, and moving away from the war mentality. And then I 
asked a question. “Where do you see yourselves in five years?” These boys started laughing. If someone 
asked me where I saw myself in five years, or if someone came to one of you students and said “Where 
do you see yourself in five years?,” off the tongue you would roll it out. If not five years, maybe three; if 
not three, maybe two. The easiest thing for you to say would be to get out of Towson. “I want to 
graduate!” And then, for those who put a lot of thought into life: “I’ll graduate and go to grad school. I’ll 
go to grad school and start my own business.” From there, it’s easy for some people. But at least you will 
know, from now until tomorrow, that this is what I want to do. But these boys started laughing. They said, 
“Auntie, you are a very funny person. We don’t see ourselves in the next 30 minutes.” In my mind, I told 
myself that this is a recipe for disaster. Today the number of insurgency groups in Libya has gone up to 
over forty. Every person now sees an AK-47 or their involvement in some kind of militia group as a 
means of security, as a means for a better life. 

So, why am I taking you on this journey? I’m taking you on this journey because it is high time 
that each and every one of us with some stake in human life or human affairs begins to think about how 
we get involved in turning our upside-down world upright. There’s a lot of outrage in this country about 

3 https://www.cfr.org/interactives/global-conflict-tracker#!/global-conflict-tracker 
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this-and-that and politics and democracy and the meaning of democracy and there’s a lot of social justice 
action. 

But change has to begin from within the community. The idea of social justice is that we want to 
create big change and go to the UN and do big things. Trust me, not a lot happens there. We bring coffee, 
we annoy the hell out of each other, we talk, we make big plans, we leave, we come back, and the next 
year we talk about the same things. The real change must start from down below. 

So what can we do? Last year, we observed when President Trump made the proclamation that 
some students or people from other countries will not be allowed here. So, people flooded the airports to 
protest. I was fortunate to be at a particular university that was very proud that their students had been a 
part of this walk-out movement. They were there and they were protesting. And so, I was there giving 
lectures in different classes, and I asked, “How many of you have been protesting for them to restore the 
rights of the people?” Hundreds of them raised their hands. And then I asked, “How many of you live in 
dormitories where Iranians, Pakistanis, Yemenis, and others from the excluded countries live?” They also 
raised their hands. 

And then I asked, “How many of you have one of those ethnicities as your friend?” You could 
barely see hands. So, my underlying question was: How different are you from this administration? The 
double standard is that you dare go to airports to protest when you have the same people walking in the 
dorms and the halls of your university and you never stop to say hi. That’s human security, that’s peace 
building: when you feel secure and you feel appreciated. Many students from foreign countries want to go 
back home. They’re so miserable. People pass over them. Roll their eyes over them. Some of them barely 
get a good morning. 

That’s just the beginning. The point I’m trying to make is not to make anyone feel guilty, but to 
drive home that, for us to do justice and to move beyond militarism, we have to start small. Start by 
working on our communication. Start with our interactions, start with our passion. Start with being 
tolerant. Don’t start with wanting to do everything. You can start small and then you can go up and do 
bigger things. You can go to a foreign country to teach children. Can you start teaching English in the 
cities where you have your universities, and use that as a stepping stone for cultural tolerance, respecting 
other cultures, and doing all these different things? 

One of the lessons I learned from the mass action of peace we did in Liberia was the 
understanding that, even though we had protests in our country, and there were fifteen different locations 
where we protested, I wasn’t the boss of any location. People, the women who lived there, were the ones 
who would say, “We’re going here.” They decided. 

More recently, we got this grant to do a radio program showcasing the needs of women and the 
human security concerns these women had. So we went into a community. We brought together 30 or 25 
women, plus us facilitators, and we went into the training room. We had our flip charts, spreadsheets—
you know how you do all of these things, right? But none of these women had been to school. We’re 
trying to elicit from them the problems in their communities. They said, “You know what? We don’t want 
to sit in classrooms because we’ve never been in class.” So, we walked outside, and we sat in front of a 
church. One after another, these women told us stories that made us cry, that made us laugh, that got us 
angry, but they kept on telling stories and stories and more stories. 

One of the women told a story of her chickens getting lost repeatedly and going to the local court. 
They tried to kick her out because she took the dog of her neighbor, but she said that this is the dog that 
has been eating my chickens. She said, “I can prove to you that this neighbor's dog is the one who ate my 
chickens.” The judge is sitting in the courtroom watching her. She takes a chicken out of her pocket and 
put it in front of the dog! We laughed and cried, but at the end of the day, when the dog tried to attack the 
chicken, she grabbed the chicken and said, “Now we’ve got the culprit.” So, the neighbor had to pay for 
everything. 
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The woman told us how difficult it was for a poor woman like herself to access justice. So, she 
wanted us to talk about access to justice for women who have nothing. And another person talked about 
their child being raped while being at school. She wanted to tell us about teachers defiling little girls. So, 
one after the other we unpacked the stories, we took out the core, and we decided, “Let’s put it out there.” 

I’ll tell you another story. In Congo, I had a room full of women who had been sexually violated 
and all of the top media people from around the US and different parts of the world were there. I’m head 
of the delegation. As we sit in that space, one after the other these women told their stories. One after 
another they told us. 

So, I’m taking my notes. But then I looked down and realized that, as these women are telling 
their stories, there is a common theme. And the theme in the stories was: “I was raped. I wanted to die. I 
tried to commit suicide and nobody came. And nobody listened. But then the women came.” They had 
full network of survivors; once they heard one sister was violated, they would go to her. They would take 
her to the doctor. They would pool together what little they had and raise money. If you don’t have a 
home, you went to their home. But, trust me, not a single soul in my grant-support delegation had picked 
up that message. 

Instead, everyone in the delegation kept reinforcing the story of abuse because that’s the narrative 
that they wanted to take out of these communities. And those narratives of weak people, of people who 
cannot change the dynamics of their own situation, reinforce the need for militarism in a lot of these 
communities. So, once we said that, everyone stopped. One after another, these women started to tell us, 
not just the stories of abuse, but stories of power. How they were able to overcome adversity even with 
nothing. 

So, my point to all is that we need to reimagine peace and security, not just from a militaristic 
perspective, but from human security perspective. We have to see ourselves as people; we can’t read it or 
break it down into statistics. We will continue to go on those websites and see horrible things and get 
very, very depressed about our world and how it’s not a good place. But peace and security, social justice, 
doesn’t necessarily come from up there; it starts from down here. 

Look back over history. For example, Gandhi, and all the other people that we see as our heroes, 
rose by starting with one small thing. When Martin Luther King started, it was at a church with a few 
individuals. When Mandela began the anti-Apartheid struggle, it was just a few individuals. As we start 
our movement, I like to think that I can be a part of that group of powerful people. I can just sneak us in 
there. But when we started our movement, we started with seven women and ten US dollars. And now 
today, we seven women with ten dollars can be found in museums around the world. 
It is upon each and every one of us to change not just the social history of our communities, but the 
political history. In changing the political history of our communities, it takes you and I trying to 
reimagine our world from a very different perspective. 

I know students’ first question that comes to mind is: “How do I start?” And one place where you 
can start down this path is by beginning to peel off your stereotypical lens, the lens that makes you see me 
dressed like this and imagine me as an “immigrant,” the lens that views those of different sexual 
orientations as bad people. 

In my office, for example, my staff learned a hard lesson. We hired a young man who I think is 
the only openly gay man in the Republic of Liberia. My society is very homophobic. Everyone in the 
office has always had very negative things to say about gay people. So, we go to a staff retreat and I 
decide to talk about sexual orientation before we get to actual work. And everyone’s going on and on 
about homosexuality. I can’t repeat some of the things that they were saying. And our new worker just sat 
there and took it in. I said to them, “Do you think that homosexuals are bad people?” And they said, “Oh 
yes! Evil!” So, I said about their new colleague, who they did not know was gay, “Would you trust him to 
cross the street with your child?” And they said yes. “Would you trust him with your food?” And they 
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said yes. I responded, “But he is gay.” And the entire room became extremely quiet. So, I told them that 
for us to do the work that we do, we have to be all embracing. 

I have one more story. I had just taken a long flight and was extremely exhausted. I was about to 
speak with three hundred children. My taxi driver had an Arabic name, and I thought, “Oh, thank God! 
I’m going to sleep on this journey because young Arab men don’t talk to strangers.” I got in the car. 
“Ma’am, do you want coffee?” “No, thank you.” “Do you want this?” “No thank you.” “Do you want 
that?” All I thought was, please stop bothering me. 

As we started to drive, he said, “Excuse me ma’am?” I said, “Yes?” He said, “I apologize, but I 
would like to talk to you. I wanted to meet you and I haven’t had any sleep just to be at the airport to meet 
you.” And then he said to me, “Ma’am my parents are from Turkey and my best friend is Kurdish.” Turks 
and Kurds don’t get along. “I’ve never been to a mosque; my friend is the same; he’s never been a part of 
any of that.” He then said, “When 9/11 happened, when those towers fell, I died. And every time there’s a 
suicide bomber, I die again. I stop being me. Now, I’m just another possible terrorist suspect. A possible 
bomber.” He just went on to pour out his pain, literally saying to me, “I got into this car to talk to you 
because I imagined that you would see my humanity. Because I see yours.” 
That is the goal for each and every one of us: to see each other’s humanity. Once we can see each other’s 
humanity, that is the beginning of getting rid of militarism and encouraging peace and security. 

Thank you. 
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The Afghanistan War and America’s National 
Identity 

Tim Bynion*

Abstract: The Afghanistan War was started in 2001 as a result of the September 11 attacks.  The United 
States invaded Afghanistan with a mission to defeat al-Qaeda and the Taliban while implementing a 
democratic government in Afghanistan to increase regional stability.  Seventeen years later, this mission 
has yet to be achieved, the Taliban still controls large swaths of Afghan territory, and the war shows no 
signs of ending.  As the war progressed, American public support steadily declined from its initial near-
unanimous support in 2001 to a majority of Americans disapproving of the war today.  At the same time, 
public discourse of the Afghanistan War has disappeared, with very few discussions on the war in both 
media and political debates.  Conventional wisdom would suggest that unpopular wars would be met with 
public outrage, but this has not been the case with the Afghanistan War, which leads to the question of 
what has caused this disparity between public opinion and public discourse. This paper argues this 
disparity can best be explained through American nationalism, also known as American “national 
identity.”  This concept has existed and evolved since the beginning of American history, and it has 
greatly influenced Americans’ ideas of how their country should behave on the world stage.  However, 
the events of the Afghanistan War contradict several of the key ideas of American nationalism, which may 
help to explain why many Americans have chosen to avoid discussions on the topic altogether. 

I. Introduction

On August  3, 2017, Spc. Christopher Harris and Sgt. Jonathon Hunter of the 82nd Airborne 
Division were killed in the Kandahar province of Afghanistan.  The two American troops were killed in a 
suicide bombing that also left four of their fellow troops with non-life-threatening injuries.  Hunter was 
only 32 days into his first deployment, and Harris was survived by his newly pregnant wife.1  Less than a 
month later, another American soldier was killed in eastern Afghanistan after sustaining injuries from an 
operation against an Islamic State affiliate.  That particular incident marked the 11th time that an 
American soldier was killed in Afghanistan in 2017.2  Even more recently, U.S. Army Cpl. Joseph Maciel 
was killed in an insider attack in the Uruzgan province on July 7, 2018, which marked the third combat 
fatality in Afghanistan in 2018.3 

*Tim Bynion graduated with honors from Towson University in 2018 with a Bachelor’s degree in Political Science, focusing on
international relations and U.S. foreign policy.  He is currently working full-time and hopes to continue studying political science
at the graduate level next year.

1 Dianna Cahn, “Military Identifies Soldiers Killed in Afghanistan Suicide Bomb Attack,” accessed on March 30, 
2018, https://www.military.com/daily-news/2017/08/04/military-identifies-soldiers-killed-afghanistan-suicide-
bomb.html.  
2 Michael R. Gordon, “American Service Member Killed and Others Wounded in Afghanistan Raid,” last modified 
August 16, 2017, https://www.nytimes.com/2017/08/16/world/asia/military-death-afghanistan.html.  
3 Ryan Browne, “Pentagon identifies solider killed in apparent insider attack in Afghanistan,” last modified July 9, 
2018, https://www.cnn.com/2018/07/08/politics/soldier-killed-afghanistan-corporal-joseph-maciel/index.html.  
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Of course, American troops have been dying in Afghanistan since long before 2017.  Since the initial U.S. 
invasion of Afghanistan in 2001, more than 2,400 American troops have been killed in Afghanistan, not 
to mention the tens of thousands of native Afghans that have also lost their lives as a result of the 
conflict.4 When taking into account other groups of people who were killed, including Taliban militants, 
Afghan military and police, humanitarian workers, journalists, U.S. allies, and more, the total death count 
of the Afghanistan War rises to more than 111,400 casualties.5 This number provides the perspective 
needed to understand the immense costs of what has now become America’s longest war. 

 As is the case with most wars that last for extended periods of time, public support for the 
Afghanistan War has steadily declined over the past 17 years.  After the 9/11 attacks, in a moment when 
Americans were still recovering from witnessing nearly 3,000 of their fellow citizens murdered on their 
own soil, President George W. Bush initiated the invasion of Afghanistan with the mission of defeating 
al-Qaeda and the Taliban through both American military might and the successful implementation of a 
stable democracy in Afghanistan. The Afghanistan War was initiated with virtually unanimous support 
from the American people, as on Gallup poll indicated that 89% of Americans supported the initial 
invasion.6 

  However, this national unity would not last indefinitely, as public support for the Afghanistan 
War began to steadily decline until the war became unpopular around 2006.7   By 2014, only 49% of 
Americans still supported America’s involvement in the war, which is a statistic that represents the 
overall downward trend of public approval for the war over time.8  A number of factors help to explain 
this shift in public opinion, including the rising number of American troop deaths, the ever-increasing 
costs of the war to the American taxpayer, and the apparent inability of the U.S. military to achieve its 
intended mission in Afghanistan.  When taking all of these factors into consideration, many Americans 
now wonder why the Afghanistan War is a seemingly endless endeavor, leading many to believe that 
soldiers like Harris, Hunter, and the rest of the American troops lost in Afghanistan may have died for an 
impossible mission.  

 It is clear that the Afghanistan War has declined in popularity because the costs of the war have 
outweighed the perceived benefits, but what is unclear is why at the same time, the Afghanistan War has 
disappeared from America’s national public discourse.  Discussions about the fact that the United States 
is actually fighting in a war are notably absent from outlets like the mainstream media and presidential 
debates, both of which can be seen as tools by which to gauge which issues are salient to most Americans.  
To provide an example of this idea, in the 2016 presidential election, the Afghanistan War was mentioned 
a total of one time during all three nationally-televised debates between Hillary Clinton and Donald 
Trump.9  The presidential debates are meant to highlight the candidates’ views on the most salient issues 

4 Andrew Rafferty, “The War in Afghanistan: By The Numbers,” last modified August 22, 2017, 
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/war-afghanistan-numbers-n794626.  
5 Ben Westcott, “Afghanistan: 16 years, thousands dead and no clear end in sight,” last modified October 31, 2017, 
https://www.cnn.com/2017/08/21/asia/afghanistan-war-explainer/index.html.  
6 Frank Newport, “More Americans Now View Afghanistan War as a Mistake,” last modified February 19, 2014, 
http://news.gallup.com/poll/167471/americans-view-afghanistan-war-mistake.aspx.  
7 Chris Good, “When and Why Did Americans Turn Against the War in Afghanistan?” last modified June 22, 2011, 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2011/06/when-and-why-did-americans-turn-against-the-war-in-
afghanistan/240880/.  
8 Newport, “More Americans,” 2014.   
9 Simon Tisdall, “Afghanistan is the dirty little secret of the US presidential campaign,” last modified October 27, 
2016, https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/oct/27/afghanistan-is-the-dirty-little-secret-of-the-us-presidential-
campaign.  
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facing the American public, and the fact that the widely unpopular Afghanistan War was not even given 
time for a serious discussion in the presidential election indicates the miniscule level of attention it now 
receives.  This disparity between public opinion and public discourse leads to the question: why has a war 
as unpopular as the Afghanistan War led to such little public outcry or even discussion on the war and its 
merits? 

While there are many ways that one could go about explaining this issue, this paper will argue 
that the most appropriate way to understand this phenomenon is by examining it through the lens of 
American nationalism.  Nationalism is a far-reaching topic that carries with it implications for virtually 
every aspect of American society, so naturally, it can also serve to explain why Americans would be 
reluctant and even unwilling to discuss the events of the Afghanistan War.  Although there are several 
definitions of nationalism, this paper adopts Trautsch’s definition and will use the term to refer to “the 
ideology which creates, legitimizes, mobilizes, and integrates the nation, promotes the unity of the 
national people, and demands a sovereign state for this nation.”10   As the definition implies, nationalism 
or “national identity” is the driving force that gives a nation purpose and a reason for its existence.  For 
the United States in particular, nationalism is an especially relevant factor to consider when exploring 
how Americans react to their country’s foreign policy and military actions, as American nationalism, like 
America itself, is unique in many ways that distinguish it from the nationalisms of other states, 
particularly in the ways in which it has affected U.S. foreign policy.  In this particular instance, 
Americans are reluctant or even unwilling to discuss the events of the Afghanistan War because they go 
against what they believe to be their country’s national identity. 

 In order to demonstrate the impact of American nationalism on Americans’ silence on the 
Afghanistan War, it will first be necessary to analyze the Afghanistan War, the historical factors that led 
to its initiation, and the rhetoric and public opinion surrounding it in an effort to demonstrate both why 
the war has persisted for so long and why most Americans have abandoned their support for it.  Doing so 
will provide the necessary context for understanding both the reasons for the American failure in 
Afghanistan and how the American people have responded to it.  Second, this paper will explore the 
history and evolution of American nationalism and demonstrate its continued relevance in 21st century 
America, focusing primarily on the nationalistic ideals of American exceptionalism and liberal 
internationalism but also the concepts of triumphalism and militarism.  All of these aspects of American 
nationalism carry with them implications for Americans’ views of their country and its role in the world 
at large, which makes them relevant for understanding their views of the Afghanistan War.  With a 
thorough understanding of both the Afghanistan War and American nationalism in mind, this paper will 
then connect these topics together by showcasing how the events of the Afghanistan War contradict many 
of the nationalistic tenets that most Americans still hold to be true.  Doing so will provide a 
comprehensive study as to how American nationalism can help explain the puzzling gap in public opinion 
and public discourse surrounding the Afghanistan War. 

II. The Afghanistan War and American Public Opinion/Discourse

 In order to understand the impact of American nationalism on Americans’ views of the 
Afghanistan War, it is first necessary to understand the Afghanistan War itself.  While it is understood 

10 Jasper M. Trautsch. “The origins and nature of American nationalism.” National Identities 18, no. 3 (September 
2016): 289-312. http://proxy-tu.researchport.umd.edu/login?ins=tu&url=http://search.ebscohost.com.proxy-
tu.researchport.umd.edu/login.aspx?direct=true&db=a9h&AN=116265009&site=ehost-live, 291.  
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that the war was primarily a result of the 9/11 attacks, understanding the various reasons why the war has 
proven to be a failure is required in order to evaluate the American reaction to the Afghanistan War and 
its connection to American nationalism.  This section will explore these factors as well as the factors that 
have led to the war’s ever-increasing unpopularity among the American people. 

Pre-Afghanistan War History: Culture and U.S. Relations 

 When one examines the specifics of Afghan history and culture, there are a number of factors that 
emerge that can explain America’s inability to both claim military victory and establish a stable 
democracy in Afghanistan.  One of the most important of these factors is Afghanistan’s storied history of 
tribalism and internal conflict.  From its earliest roots, Afghanistan has always been home to a number of 
groups, each one competing for power.  Around the year 1250, the area now encompassing the country of 
Afghanistan was invaded by the Mongols, but the Mongol empire would eventually expand to the point 
where its military could not effectively defend all of its borders.  Around 1510, northern Afghanistan 
would be controlled by the Uzbeks, and the Turkomans of Turkmenistan would occupy the southwest.11  
It is important to note that the variety of tribal identities that have come to define Afghanistan takes its 
historical roots in all of Central Asia in a trend that was established by the end of the 16th century; 
Afghanistan alone contained about twenty spoken languages, including Persian, Turkish, and Pushto.12  
As will be demonstrated later, this prevalence of various tribal identities that was present in the early days 
of Afghan history would persist in the years to come and into the 21st century. 

 Additionally, the prevalence of tribalism in Afghanistan was well-established throughout Afghan 
history and constituted a major difference from the governance structure of the United States.  While 
Americans have long viewed the national government as a legitimate and necessary institution validated 
by the will of the people, the people of Afghanistan and Central Asia as a whole have a long history of 
resisting national authority and keeping power at the hands of local tribal leaders.13  In the case of 
Afghanistan, “the tribe [tried] to maintain its autonomy from the state while the state [tried] to establish 
itself as the sole power holder by employing modern means of unification,”14 including a centralized 
army and the promotion of a national ideology.  Interestingly, a form of Afghan nationalism emerged in 
the early 20th century as a result of various foreign involvements in Afghanistan, specifically from the 
British Empire and eventually the Soviet Union.  This nationalism did not form any kind of “national 
consciousness,” but it did reinforce “the traditional Afghan spirit of independence.”15  In other words, 
many of the events of Afghan history led to an underlying hostility among the Afghan people toward the 
idea of a centralized, powerful government.  Years later, this mindset would ultimately prove to be very 
detrimental to the U.S. effort to implement a centralized democracy in Afghanistan. 

 Of course, understanding the U.S. war in Afghanistan also requires an understanding of the larger 
history of the United States’ relationship with Afghanistan.  Formal relations between the two countries 

11 David Seddon, “Imperial Designs: A Deep History of Afghanistan,” Critical Asian Studies 35, no. 2 (2003): 175-
194, http://proxy-tu.researchport.umd.edu/login?ins=tu&url=http://search.ebscohost.com.proxy-
tu.researchport.umd.edu/login.aspx?direct=true&db=a9h&AN=10184014&site=ehost-live, 177. 
12 Ibid., 177. 
13 Aaron O’Connell, Our Latest Longest War: Losing Hearts and Minds in Afghanistan (Chicago: The University of 
Chicago Press, 2017), 21-22. 
14 Zeynep Tuba Sungur, “Early Modern State Formation in Afghanistan in Relation to Pashtun Tribalism,” Studies 
in Ethnicity and Nationalism 16, no. 3 (December 2016):437-455. doi: 10.1111/sena.12211, 439. 
15 Ibid., 445.  
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were officially established in 1934 under the reign of King Zahir Shah, who ruled for forty years by 
bringing some level of political stability to Afghanistan after years of British occupation.16   In the 
decades that followed, the U.S. relationship with Afghanistan faced significant strains, particularly during 
the Cold War.  The United States faced a military and ideological adversary in the Soviet Union (USSR), 
and Afghanistan would not escape the far-reaching implications of this rivalry of superpowers. 

 In 1953, Mohammed Daoud Khan, a pro-Soviet General, became prime minister of Afghanistan 
and began to seek economic and military aid from the USSR. In 1956, then-Soviet Premier Nikita 
Khrushchev agreed to ally with Afghanistan.17   Under this alliance, Afghanistan “was completely 
dependent on the Soviet Union for arms and 90 percent dependent for petroleum products.”18  During this 
alliance, the Afghan Communist Party was formed in 1965, and because of its desire to appease the 
Soviet Union, the Afghan government allowed the Party to form unimpeded.  This group was able to 
implement a communist regime bolstered by a Soviet invasion in 1979.19  The Soviet invasion of 
Afghanistan proved to be a key moment in the formation of Afghanistan’s future, and it also carried with 
it serious implications for U.S relations with both Afghanistan and the Soviet Union.  When examining 
this event within the context of the then-ongoing Cold War, it is important to note that the USSR’s 
invasion of Afghanistan “[marked] the only time the Soviet Union invaded a country outside the Eastern 
Bloc—a strategic decision met by nearly worldwide condemnation.”20   

 Acting in line with its policy of containment, the United States, along with its European allies, 
condemned this act of Soviet aggression and attempted to find ways to get Moscow to withdraw from 
Kabul.  However, the 1979 assassination of the U.S. ambassador to Afghanistan Adolph Dubs by four 
left-wing Afghans prompted President Jimmy Carter to send secret aid to the opposition forces to the 
communist regime.21  This tragic event, along with further internal strife within Afghanistan and the fact 
that the Afghan government was bolstered by America’s major ideological opponent, only served to 
further deteriorate Afghanistan’s relationship with the United States.  In fact, the United States would not 
even send an ambassador to Afghanistan until the U.S. invasion in 2001.22  The unwillingness of the 
United States to even maintain diplomatic relations with Afghanistan during the 1980s and beyond 
demonstrates the fact that the difficulties of U.S.-Afghan relations began long before the start of the 
Afghanistan War in 2001.   

The Afghanistan War: Mission and Results 

 These difficulties would prove to be a significant factor during the course of the Afghanistan War 
itself, which began on October 7, 2001.  The overall mission of the Afghanistan War had one simple goal: 
defeat al-Qaeda and end its ability to operate in Afghanistan by removing the Taliban from power and 

16 Larisa Epatko, “A Historical Timeline of Afghanistan.” Last modified December 31, 2014. 
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/politics/asia-jan-june11-timeline-afghanistan.  
17 Epatko, “A Historical Timeline,” 2014. 
18 Seddon, “Imperial Designs,” 189.  
19 Nazif M. Shahrani, “War, Factionalism, and the State in Afghanistan,” American Anthropologist 104, no. 3 
(September 2002): 715-722, http://www.jstor.org/stable/3567249.  
20 “The Soviet Invasion of Afghanistan and the U.S. Response, 1978-1980,” U.S. Department of State, accessed 
March 22, 2018. https://history.state.gov/milestones/1977-1980/soviet-invasion-afghanistan.  
21 Seddon, “Imperial Designs,” 190.  
22 Will Grunewald, “The Mysterious Kidnapping of an American Ambassador Still Haunts the State Department.” 
Last modified June 4, 2017. https://www.washingtonian.com/2017/06/04/mysterious-kidnapping-american-
ambassador-still-haunts-state-department/.  
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killing bin Laden.  However, a major aspect of that mission was for the United States to successfully 
implement a democratic government in Afghanistan.  Democracy promotion was one of the major tenets 
of President Bush’s overall foreign policy doctrine, otherwise known as the Bush Doctrine.  In 2004, 
Bush himself stated that “democracy and reform will make [Middle Eastern states] stronger and more 
stable, and make the world more secure by undermining terrorism at its source.”23  President Bush linked 
the scourges of terrorism and tyranny together on many occasions, including in the 2002 National 
Security Strategy (NSS), which stated that “The US national strategy will be based on a distinctly 
American internationalism that reflects the union of our values and our national interests.  The aim of this 
strategy is to help make the world not just safer but better.”24  In other words, promoting democracy in 
threatening countries would kill two birds with one stone: making America safer and simultaneously 
improving the lives of people in countries like Afghanistan.  

 Seventeen years later, this mission has still not been realized.  The U.S. has proven utterly 
incapable at establishing a stable democracy in Afghanistan, al-Qaeda still commits acts of terror, and the 
Taliban still controls large swaths of the country.  As Afghanistan veteran Aaron O’Connell puts it, 
“Despite three-quarters of a trillion dollars and 13 years of trying, America and its allies could not 
convince Afghan rulers to adopt Western norms of governance or rural Afghans to break fully with the 
Taliban insurgency.” 25  Therefore, it is unsurprising that a majority of Americans now disapprove of the 
Afghanistan War.  What is surprising is the fact that this particular war is virtually nonexistent in 
American public discourse.  As discussed previously, the Afghanistan War was lucky to even be 
mentioned in the 2016 campaign, and studies have found that coverage of the war has significantly 
declined in both television26 and print news sources.27 Conventional wisdom would dictate that if a nation 
is engaged in a lengthy, costly, and unpopular military endeavor, the people of that nation would be vocal 
in their opposition, but such is not the case with the Afghanistan War today.  Thus, it is important to 
examine what factors could lead to this notable disparity between public opinion and discourse, as the 
answer will carry with it implications for understanding how Americans understand the proper role of the 
United States in the world at large. 

III. American Nationalism

 One way to interpret this issue is through the lens of American nationalism.  Sociologists Bart 
Bonikowski and Paul DiMaggio define American nationalism as “the complex of ideas, sentiments, and 
representations by which Americans understand the United States and their relationship to it.” 28  When 

23 Jonathan Monten, “The Roots of the Bush Doctrine: Power, Nationalism, and Democracy Promotion in U.S. 
Strategy,” International Security 29, no. 4 (2005): 112-156, doi: 10.1162/0162288054299383, 112. 
24 Maria Helena de Castro Santos & Ulysses Tavares Teixeira, “The essential role of democracy in the Bush 
Doctrine: the invasions of Iraq and Afghanistan,” Revista Brasileira de Politica Internacional 56, no. 2 (2013): 131-
156, http://proxy-tu.researchport.umd.edu/login?ins=tu&url=http://search.ebscohost.com.proxy-
tu.researchport.umd.edu/login.aspx?direct=true&db=a9h&AN=93516377&site=ehost-live, 143.  
25 O’Connell, Our Latest Longest War, 2.   
26 Brian Stelter, “Afghan War Just a Slice of U.S. Coverage,” Last modified December 19, 2010, 
http://www.nytimes.com/2010/12/20/business/media/20coverage.html.   
27 Dominic Tierney, “Forgetting Afghanistan,” Last modified June 24, 2015, 
https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2015/06/afghanistan-war-memory/396701/. 
28Bart Bonikowski & Paul DiMaggio. “Varieties of American Popular Nationalism.” American Sociological Review 
81, no. 5 (September 2016): 949-980. https://doi-org.proxy-tu.researchport.umd.edu/10.1177/0003122416663683, 
949.
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considered with Trautsch’s definition of nationalism, nationalism is the set of ideas and values that bind 
the people of a state together into what Benedict Anderson coined as an “imagined community.”29  
Nationalism, or a state’s “national identity,” is in essence what sets it apart from the rest of the states in 
the world. 

 In the case of American nationalism, there are several aspects of this concept that can be directly 
related to the events of the Afghanistan War.  While America’s national identity is inherently subjective 
and has evolved over the hundreds of years since America’s founding, scholars have identified several 
key aspects of American nationalism that are long-lasting and pervasive in American culture.  Some of 
these concepts, such as American exceptionalism and liberal internationalism, were essential in the 
founding of the United States, while others, such as the interconnected ideas of militarism and 
triumphalism, arose later in American history.  This section will explore all of these concepts and their 
origins and then discuss how they can explain Americans’ apparent ambivalence to the Afghanistan War. 

American Exceptionalism 

 Arguably, the most important aspect of American nationalism is American exceptionalism, and 
its importance lies in the fact that all of the other aspects of American nationalism stem from the idea of 
American exceptionalism.  Its origins can be traced back to the formative years of the United States, and 
its influence in U.S. foreign policy can be seen throughout the course of American history into the present 
day.  Like American nationalism itself, American exceptionalism does not lend itself to one simple 
definition, as its complexities have led scholars to devise numerous definitions that all touch on different 
aspects of this concept.  At the most basic level, exceptionalism implies that, as Alexis de Tocqueville 
first posited, America is “qualitatively different from all other countries.”30  In other words, there are a 
number of observable characteristics of America that set it apart from every other state.  These 
characteristics can be traced back to the American founding.  Unlike many other countries whose 
nationalism was derived from history or territory, America and its people were bound together by a set of 
ideals, which Seymour Martin Lipset identifies as liberty, egalitarianism, individualism, populism, and 
laissez-faire.31  It is both these ideals and the fact that America was founded on a set of ideals that set it 
apart from other nations and make it exceptional. It is also important to note that with this notion of 
American exceptionalism came an “us vs. them” mentality.  Americans believed that it was their mission 
to promote the ideals of liberty to the “other,” but there was also a domestic security factor that came into 
play in this mindset.  In general, states that view themselves as exceptional also “see themselves as living 
in a hostile world.  Threats are universalized.”32   Such a mindset can be seen throughout the history of 
U.S. foreign policy, most notably during the Cold War with the ideological threat of communism 
presented by the Soviet Union.  However, this mindset existed in the early years of the United States’ 
existence as well.  When crafting the Constitution, the framers worked to secure two major goals for the 
new republic: “to form a ‘more perfect union’ and to provide for a central authority—be it Congress or an 

29 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism (London: 
Verso, 2006).  
30 Seymour Martin Lipset, American Exceptionalism: A Double-Edged Sword (New York: W.W. Norton & 
Company, 1996), 18.  
31 Ibid., 31.  
32 K.J. Holsti, “Exceptionalism in American foreign policy: Is it exceptional?” European Journal of International 
Relations 17, no. 3 (November 2010): 381-404. https://doi-org.proxy-
tu.researchport.umd.edu/10.1177%2F1354066110377674, 384.  
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Executive—able to defend the states from foreigners without endangering their liberties at home.”33   As 
stated previously, exceptionalist states observe the rest of the world and perceive hostility, and given that 
the United States was not yet the superpower it would one day become at the time of the founding, 
external threats were of the utmost concern.  Therefore, a national belief in American exceptionalism 
brings with it the aforementioned “us vs. them” mentality, a mindset that is still prevalent in American 
society.  

 In the case of the Afghanistan War, the connection between the two can be traced back to the 
very start of the conflict in 2001.  On September 20, 2001, a mere nine days after the 9/11 attacks, 
President Bush spoke before Congress to announce the start of the so-called “war on terror.”  In this 
speech, Bush invoked several key themes of American exceptionalism to justify this act of retaliation: 
“Americans are asking, why do they hate us?  They hate what they see right here in this chamber – a 
democratically elected government.  Their leaders are self-appointed.  They hate our freedoms – our 
freedom of religion, our freedom of speech, our freedom to vote and assemble and disagree with each 
other.”34  In this statement alone, Bush spoke of the United States in exceptionalist terms in two distinct 
ways.  First, he notes the supremacy of the American values of freedom and democracy, which are the 
founding values of America that make it exceptional.  Second, he promotes the us vs. them mentality that 
is characteristic of exceptionalist states.  Under this worldview, America is seen as the victim of a hostile 
world environment, which was certainly the case in the 9/11 attacks.  Since America lost nearly 3,000 of 
its own citizens in an attack on its own soil, the us vs. them mentality was particularly salient at the time, 
which also helps to explain why approval ratings for the invasion of Afghanistan initially approached 
90%.  Simply put, the Afghanistan War was initiated and justified by harkening to the various notions of 
American exceptionalism. 

  Indeed, there is evidence to suggest that 9/11 brought with it a surge in the belief in American 
exceptionalism among the American people.  A 2002 study by the Chicago Council on Foreign Relations 
found that Americans “were nearly unanimous (more than eight of ten) in their preference for the United 
States exerting ‘strong leadership’ in world affairs.”35 Additionally, a 2001 poll found that 83% of 
Americans believed that war was sometimes morally justified, a statistic which correlated with an 85% 
approval rating in support of military action against acts of terror.36   Even more intriguing is the fact that 
among the group of individuals who asserted that war is never morally justified, 55% supported the war 
on terrorism at the time.37 These data suggest that Americans at the time were clearly accepting of many 
of the main tenets of American exceptionalism, mainly the idea that the United States exists in a hostile 
world and is therefore justified in pursuing military action to protect itself and that its superior set of 
values also justified its strong leadership in the international community. 

 It is clear that the Afghanistan War was initiated with the language of American exceptionalism 
and was supported by the vast majority of Americans at the time.  However, 17 years have passed since 
the invasion of Afghanistan, and while its approval from the American people has plummeted over that 
time period, the belief in American exceptionalism has not declined to the same degree.  Polling data 

33 Walter A. McDougall, Promised Land, Crusader State: The American Encounter with the World Since 1776 (New 
York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1997), 26. 
34 George W. Bush, “Text of George Bush’s speech.” Last modified September 21, 2001. 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2001/sep/21/september11.usa13.  
35 Andrew Rojecki, America and the Politics of Insecurity (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2016), 84. 
36 “Post September 11 Attitudes,” Pewresearch.org, last modified December 6, 2001, http://www.people-
press.org/2001/12/06/post-september-11-attitudes/.  
37 Ibid. 
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indicate that the vast majority of Americans still hold their country in high regard, and although this factor 
is certainly not the only measure of belief in American exceptionalism, it is relevant because a belief in 
American exceptionalism will by nature translate to a favorable view of the United States.  According to 
the Spring 2017 Global Attitudes Survey from the Pew Research Center, as of 2017, 85% of Americans 
held a favorable view of the United States, which is a number that is actually higher than the same 
statistic from the previous six years.38 According to a 2014 survey from the Pew Research Center, 86% of 
Americans still believe that the United States either “stands above all other countries in the world” or is 
“one of the greatest countries in the world, along with some others.”39 This statistic clearly demonstrates a 
widespread belief in American exceptionalism, as such a belief naturally carries with it the belief that the 
United States is simply better than the other countries of the world.  All of the aforementioned data points 
indicate that American exceptionalism has endured into the 21st century as a key aspect of American 
nationalism, so therefore, it can be used as a tool to understand how Americans respond to the 
Afghanistan War. 

 Therefore, the question of how American exceptionalism (or a lack thereof) can be seen in the 
Afghanistan War must be asked.  As previously discussed, the initial discourse on the war itself was 
framed in the language of American exceptionalism, but it is also important to examine how the actual 
events of the war over the past 17 years are also related to this pillar of American nationalism.  In the 
most basic sense, the events of the Afghanistan War go against the narrative of American exceptionalism 
because they do not lend credence to the notion that America is exceptional.  Not only did the United 
States fail to implement its liberal values in Afghanistan, it has been unable to use its unsurpassed 
military might to defeat a terrorist group that is based in one of the most unstable regions of the world.  
The fact that the world’s foremost superpower was unable to accomplish its goals in a country as unstable 
and relatively weak as Afghanistan does not support the narrative of American exceptionalism, and since 
most Americans still subscribe to that narrative, it is unsurprising that they would be uncomfortable with 
discussions of the Afghanistan War. 

Liberal Internationalism 

 Another nationalistic concept that is closely related to American exceptionalism is the idea of 
liberal internationalism.  At its most basic sense, the goal of liberal internationalism is the promotion of 
individual freedom for all people.40  Liberal internationalists aim to extend the various principles of 
liberalism, including equality, free markets, and democracy, to all people around the world in an effort to 
create a liberal world order.  Liberalism, derived from the word “liberty,” was always a key aspect in the 
formation of the American national identity.  The Founding Fathers created the federal government with 
the desire to preserve several liberal principles, including a wariness of a centralized government, a strong 
emphasis on individual liberty, and a desire to institutionalize equality.41  It was a dedication to sustaining 

38 “Global Indicators Database,” Pewglobal.org, last modified August 2017, 
http://www.pewglobal.org/database/indicator/1/survey/all/.  
39 Alec Tyson, “Most Americans think the U.S. is great, but fewer say it’s the greatest,” Last modified July 2, 2014, 
http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2014/07/02/most-americans-think-the-u-s-is-great-but-fewer-say-its-the-
greatest/.  
40 Antonio Franceschet, “The ethical foundations of liberal internationalism.” International Journal 54, no. 3 
(Summer 1999): 463-481. https://doi.org/10.1177/002070209905400308, 465.  
41 John McGowan, American Liberalism: An Interpretation for Our Time (Chapel Hill: The University of North 
Carolina Press, 2007), 13.  
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these virtues that shaped the nature of both the federal system of government and, more importantly, an 
American national identity that was centered on the prospect of protecting liberty. 

 However, American national identity involved more than protecting liberty within America’s 
borders.  The ideals of liberal internationalism, rooted in the ever-prevalent notion of American 
exceptionalism, demanded that ideals of liberalism be promoted to the rest of the world.  As mentioned in 
the previous section, part of the logic of American exceptionalism was to protect American interests from 
foreign interference.  In that sense, “the distinctive revolutionary American Self was instituted in the form 
of the Federal Union, and this experience formed the origin of American-style liberal internationalism.”42  
The United States was not always the global superpower it is today, and in the decades after it became an 
independent nation, it “made repeated efforts to build liberal international order—that is, order that is 
relatively open, rule-based, and progressive.”43 Having created a new state with a distinct sense of its own 
unique identity, leaders like Madison and Jefferson wanted to protect this identity by promoting 
America’s conception of liberal ideals to the rest of the world.  In fact, it was Jefferson who “had been the 
first to insist that a peaceful world order in which America could fully participate needed to be one 
constituted by democratic states.”44 The motivations behind this line of thinking were certainly self-
interested on the part of the United States, but the principles themselves constituted liberal 
internationalism. 

 This idea would be reinforced in the decades following the American founding through several 
historical events, most notably during the presidency of Woodrow Wilson.  Before the United States 
entered World War I in 1917, President Wilson cautioned against the European model of “entangling 
alliances” and advocated for “a new association or league of nations.”45   The purpose of creating this 
league was to create, as Wilson himself said, “’not a balance of power, but a community of power; not 
organized rivalries, but an organized common peace.’”46  Wilson envisioned a global community of 
states, led by the United States, that would achieve lasting peace by working toward common interests 
and goals.  Wilson believed that creating such a community, exemplified in the now-defunct League of 
Nations, could actually end the threat of war while maintaining an international system composed of 
sovereign states.47 

 The ultimate purpose of creating this liberal world order was to establish a worldwide peace free 
from war, but in another sense, it was also meant to establish American hegemony, or exceptionalism.  
This mission was, at its core, one that confirmed the idea of American exceptionalism, as Wilsonians 
“believe that the security and success of the Revolution at home demands its universal extension 

42 Taesuh Cha. “The formation of American exceptional identities: A three-tier model of the ‘standard of 
civilization’ in US foreign policy.” European Journal of International Relations 21, no. 4 (January 2015): 743-767. 
https://doi-org.proxy-tu.researchport.umd.edu/10.1177%2F1354066114562475, 757. 
43 G. John Ikenberry, Liberal Leviathan: The Origins, Crisis, and Transformation of the American World Order 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2011), 16.  
44 Tony Smith, America’s Mission: The United States and the Worldwide Struggle for Democracy (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 2012), 27. 
45 Lloyd E. Ambrosius, “Woodrow Wilson, Alliances, and the League of Nations,” The Journal of the Gilded Age 
and Progressive Era 5, no. 2 (April 2006): 139-165. http://www.jstor.org/stable/25144432, 140.  
46 Ibid., 140.  
47 David Fromkin, “What Is Wilsonianism?” World Policy Journal 11, no. 1 (Spring 1994): 100-111. http://proxy-
tu.researchport.umd.edu/login?ins=tu&url=http://search.ebscohost.com.proxy-
tu.researchport.umd.edu/login.aspx?direct=true&db=a9h&AN=9406233061&site=ehost-live, 110. 
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throughout the world.”48 In other words, since the experiment of democracy had worked with great results 
in America, it must be extended to the rest of the world because of its inherent goodness.  Therefore, this 
liberal world order would simultaneously fulfill the American exceptionalist view that the United States 
offered the world’s best system of government, one based on the liberal principles of equality, limited 
government, and liberty.     These ideas are still prominent in modern-day America, making them relevant 
to understanding Americans’ views of the Afghanistan War.  As discussed previously, one of the central 
missions of the Afghanistan War was to implement a stable democracy in Afghanistan in effort to bolster 
security in the region and keep America safe from future attacks.  This mindset is one of the core aspects 
of liberal internationalism, which makes the mission of the Afghanistan War one that is completely in line 
with the ideals of American nationalism.  This mission was premised on the liberal-democratic notion 
“that some version of the modern Western state is natural rather than artificial and voluntary rather than 
coercive.”49 In other words, a liberal democracy is the most natural form of government, and with some 
help from a champion of democracy, Afghanistan could also become a stable democratic state.  

 Of course, the outcome of the Afghanistan War thus far has not supported this theory, as 17 years 
into the war, the United States has proven incapable of overcoming the systemic issues discussed 
previously and implementing a stable democracy in Afghanistan.  It is this inability of states to 
successfully promote these liberal principles abroad that partly explains why Americans would want to 
ignore the Afghanistan War.  As discussed in the previous section, America’s national identity is 
premised on a set of ideals based primarily on the liberal values of freedom, democracy, equality, free 
markets, etc.  In this sense, the mission of the Afghanistan War was at its core a liberal internationalist 
one.  However, the mission was, and is by all accounts, a failure.  After 17 years of military intervention, 
Afghanistan has not yet embraced a liberal democracy, and the Taliban still controls a great deal of 
Afghan territory and certainly does not uphold liberal principles.  Therefore, the results of the 
Afghanistan War do not fall in line with the liberal internationalist view of the United States, and since 
most Americans still see this mission as part of their national identity, it is understandable that Americans 
would avoid discussions on the Afghanistan War. 

Triumphalism 

 In any state, nationalism is an evolving concept, and American nationalism is no exception.  
While the two aforementioned concepts originated with the creation of the United States, other 
nationalistic sentiments arose later in U.S. history as a result of various events.  One of these concepts is 
an idea often known as triumphalism.  The concept of triumphalism within American nationalism is 
essentially the idea that as an exceptional nation with a “divine mission,” the United States is destined to 
emerge victorious in any military conflict it becomes involved with.  This strain of thought rose to 
prominence following the events of World War II, as this conflict resulted in an important American 
victory on two fronts.  First of all, World War II constituted a monumental military victory for the United 
States, which reaffirmed notions of American exceptionalism.  Since the United States exited the war 
with both a victory and far fewer casualties than most of the other countries involved, the idea emerged 
that “America had been spared the scale of suffering so common elsewhere, fueling the conviction that 

48 Walter Russell Mead, Special Providence: American Foreign Policy and How It Changed the World (New York: 
The Century Foundation, 2001), 181.  
49 O’Connell, Our Latest Longest War, 220.  
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God or destiny had reserved a special role for the wealthiest and most powerful nation on earth.”50   Thus, 
American exceptionalism and global leadership was once again proven to be the correct perception of the 
United States. 

 However, the American victory in World War II went beyond a mere assertion of military might.  
It also constituted an ideological victory, as “It was not simply that the United States and Great Britain 
triumphed over Germany and Japan; it was that one form of government and one proposed structure of 
world order won out over another.” 51 In other words, the ideologies of liberalism and democracy 
triumphed over totalitarianism and fascism, which demonstrated the superiority of these American ideals.  
In fact, it would be difficult to argue that the fascist powers of Germany and Japan would have ever 
turned to democracy without American power and leadership leading the fight against their ideologies.52  
This mindset was further solidified by the American victory over communism in the Cold War.  The 
conflict with the Soviet Union pitted two superpowers against each other, but in a more fundamental 
sense, it was a struggle between two competing ideologies: capitalism vs. communism.  To Americans, 
communism represented a fundamental threat to everything that made America what it was, including “a 
belief in individual freedom, unfettered capitalism, the sanctity of the home, and a suspicion of 
outsiders.”53 The collapse of the Soviet Union once again demonstrated the superiority of these American 
principles and the inability of opposing principles to endure in the long run.  It also spoke to the power of 
liberal internationalism, as scholars like Francis Fukuyama have argued that “With the demise of 
communism, … liberalism—democracy and market capitalism—had triumphed over all other 
governmental and economic systems or sets of ordering principles.” 54 The end of the Cold War signaled 
not only the triumph of American values against Soviet ones, but it also signaled the triumph of American 
values against all other forms of governing values.  Therefore, triumphalism can be seen as encompassing 
a belief in both unparalleled American military might and a set of national ideologies that is morally 
superior to all others. 

 Regardless of the mission, the Afghanistan War is still a military conflict, so the idea of 
triumphalism is also relevant here.  Under this belief, America is destined to win any military conflict it is 
engaged in, and although this belief became prominent decades ago, it still alive and well in modern-day 
America.  According to a 2017 study by Gallup, an astounding 72% of Americans hold either a great deal 
or quite a lot of confidence in the U.S. military.55  This statistic falls in line with a 2016 study conducted 
by Pew which found that 79% of Americans had either a great deal or a fair amount of confidence in the 
military.56 The fact that such a strong majority of Americans continue to hold such confidence in the 
military is a testament to the endurance of this nationalistic sentiment.  In fact, this sentiment has endured 
despite more than a decade of seemingly unwinnable wars in both Afghanistan and Iraq.  One study found 

50 Christian G. Appy, American Reckoning: The Vietnam War and Our National Identity (New York: Penguin 
Books, 2015), 7.  
51 Smith, America’s Mission, 142. 
52 Ibid., 32.  
53 Elaine Tyler May, “Security against Democracy: The Legacy of the Cold War at Home,” Journal of American 
History 97, no. 4 (March 2011): 939-957. doi: 10.1093/jahist/jaq026, 945. 
54 John Mueller, “Did History End? Assessing the Fukuyama Thesis,” Political Science Quarterly 129, no. 1 (Spring 
2014): 35-54. doi: 10.1002/polq.12147, 35.  
55 “Confidence in Institutions,” Gallup, accessed April 26, 2018, http://news.gallup.com/poll/1597/confidence-
institutions.aspx.  
56 Brian Kennedy, “Most Americans trust the military and scientists to act in the public’s interest,” last modified 
October 18, 2016, http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2016/10/18/most-americans-trust-the-military-and-
scientists-to-act-in-the-publics-interest/.  
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that even though half of its respondents said that neither of these wars were worth the costs, “91% of the 
public surveyed expressed pride in U.S. soldiers, and 76% said they had personally thanked someone in 
the military.” 57 All of the above data indicate that Americans still maintain a belief in triumphalism, as 
widespread confidence in the military is synonymous with a belief that it can act as a winning force in any 
conflict it enters.  

 This belief is bolstered by the undeniable reality of American military supremacy in the world.  
The fact of the matter is that the United States currently maintains the world’s most powerful military 
force by a sizable margin.  The United States currently spends $596 billion a year on military spending, 
while the next seven countries combined spend a total of $567 billion and the rest of the world only $514 
billion.58 In terms of specific military capabilities, the United States is far more advanced than the rest of 
the world in a number of key areas.  The U.S. military has more than 1,400 Air Force fighter aircrafts.  
The only other country that comes close to rivaling this number is Russia with approximately 1,100 
aircrafts, but “there is a broad consensus that American aircraft are more advanced than those of other 
nations.”59 Simply put, the high level of confidence that Americans hold toward the U.S. military is not 
misguided, as American military power is unmatched throughout the world. 

 However, the supremacy of the U.S. military has not been evidence in the case of the Afghanistan 
War, as it would be impossible to argue that the U.S. military has been “victorious” in Afghanistan.  The 
failure of the United States to defeat the Taliban and implement democracy in Afghanistan is ultimately a 
failure of the U.S. military, as it is the institution that is on the ground in Afghanistan and is tasked with 
making these goals a reality.  As Nathan Jennings argues, 

The American theory of victory designed to remedy these issues centers on providing 
military assistance to allow the time and space necessary for Afghans to enact lasting 
political, security, economic, and social reforms. However, as demonstrated in Vietnam, 
Iraq, as well as in previous Russian experiences in Afghanistan, translating external 
security assistance into lasting societal transformation is problematic—and sometimes 
impossible. Given the United States’ dismal record in applying this transference in 
Southeast and Southwest Asia, the Afghan campaign should be assessed according to 
strategies informed by historical trends and realistic viability, as opposed to attractive but 
improbable outcomes.60 

In other words, the United States may have entered Afghanistan with lofty ambitions of using its military 
to create democracy and increase security in Afghanistan, but its mission ignored the historical factors 
that have led to both the reliance of local leaders and the ascension of the Taliban.  America’s unmatched 
military might has not yet won the Afghanistan War because military power cannot overcome hundreds 
of years of Afghan history that are antithetical to America’s mission.  However, this reality does not 

57 Meredith Kleykamp, Crosby Hipes, & Alair MacLean, “Who Supports U.S. Veterans and Who Exaggerates Their 
Support?” Armed Forces & Society 44, no. 1 (January 2017): 92-115. https://doi-org.proxy-
tu.researchport.umd.edu/10.1177%2F0095327X16682786, 93. 
58 K.K. Rebecca Lai, Troy Griggs, Max Fisher, & Audrey Carlsen, “Is America’s Military Big Enough?” last 
modified March 22, 2017, https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2017/03/22/us/is-americas-military-big-
enough.html.  
59 Ibid. 
60 Nathan Jennings, “Is America Winning to Lose in Afghanistan?” last modified March 27, 2018, 
https://www.realcleardefense.com/articles/2018/03/27/is_america_winning_to_lose_in_afghanistan_113247.html.  
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correlate well with the American nationalistic belief in triumphalism.  America is viewed by its citizens as 
a global superpower in no small part due to the unquestioned superiority of its military above all other 
countries.  Given that the events of the Afghanistan War contradict these deeply-held nationalistic 
sentiments, it is simply easier for Americans to not discuss the Afghanistan War rather than attempt to 
justify it within the narrative of triumphalism.  In this way, this aspect of nationalism further helps to 
explain why Americans would choose to ignore their country’s longest war. 

Militarism 

 Connected to the idea of triumphalism is another nationalistic concept known as militarism.  Like 
triumphalism, this idea emerged later in American history, but its impact and relevance can still be 
observed today.  For the purposes of this analysis, militarism refers to, as Zimbardo, Breckenridge, and 
Moghaddam note, “an expression of the public's’ widespread and deeply positive regard and respect for 
the sacrifice and courage of soldiers and their families.”61 There were several key moments in American 
history that led to this affection, the most notable of which being the treatment of veterans after the 
Vietnam War.  After the war ended with much opposition from the American people, many Vietnam 
veterans were welcomed home with less than warm receptions, as many Americans believe that the 
veterans had participated in an unjust and unnecessary war.  Even the media pushed the “crazy vet” 
stereotype and usually portrayed Vietnam veterans as criminals.62 American anger with the Vietnam War 
itself was projected onto the veterans because they were widely seen as the agents of an immoral and 
unnecessary mission. 

 However, this attitude would shift throughout the 1970s as the years after the Vietnam War 
continued to multiply.  A belief emerged that “Vietnam veterans were unjustly spurned by their fellow 
citizens and now deserved unconditional respect and honor.  Whatever anyone might think of the brutal 
and unpopular war these soldiers were sent to fight, all Americans should applaud their willingness to 
serve.”63 In other words, Americans began to feel the need to separate the warrior from the war.  Veterans 
were seen as heroes to be praised instead of government tools to be spurned.  This narrative continued to 
be reinforced in the decades that followed Vietnam and, notably, as a result of the wars in both 
Afghanistan and Iraq.64 

 The idea of American soldiers as heroes became a prominent aspect of American nationalism in 
the decades following the Vietnam War, but its roots can be traced back even further in American history.  
Because soldiers are now perceived as defenders of American liberty and freedom, the country’s founding 
and most sacred principles, these soldiers are almost deified because of their willingness to protect these 
principles at the potential cost of their own lives.  As Christine Sylvester notes, “Whether a soldier lives 
or dies in today’s war on terror can seem less important than the fact that he or she has ‘served.’”65 In the 
United States, it is the mere act of serving in the military that earns one a high level of respect and 
admiration as a hero, regardless of what that person actually did while he or she served.  In the United 

61 Philip G. Zimbardo, James N. Breckenridge, & Fathali M. Mogahaddam, “Culture, militarism, and America’s 
heroic future,” Culture & Psychology 21, no. 4 (December 2015): 505-514. doi: 10.1177/1354067X15615811, 507-
508.  
62 Appy, American Reckoning, 238-239.  
63 Ibid., 241.  
64 Zimbardo, Breckendridge, & Mogahaddan, “Culture, militarism, and America’s heroic future,” 508. 
65 Christine Sylvester, “Curating and re-curating the American war in Vietnam,” Security Dialogue 00, vol. 0 
(2017): 1-14, https://doi-org.proxy-tu.researchport.umd.edu/10.1177/0967010617733851, 2.  
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States, it is the mere act of serving in the military that earns one a high level of respect and admiration as 
a hero, regardless of what that person actually did while he or she served.  As discussed previously, the 
various ideals of liberalism are central to American nationalism, and since the military is seen as the 
ultimate protector of these ideals, it is no wonder that it is held with such high esteem among the 
American public.  In that sense, militarism, while most easily traced back to the aftermath of the Vietnam 
War, has its roots in the longer nationalistic traditions of both American exceptionalism and liberal 
internationalism.  

 Despite years of seemingly unwinnable conflicts in both Afghanistan and Iraq, Americans as a 
whole still hold a great deal of respect for their military, which would indicate that militarism is still a 
relevant factor when analyzing American nationalism.  According to a 2013 study from Pew, 78% of 
Americans said that “members of the armed services contribute ‘a lot’ to society’s well-being.”66 In 
addition, this consensus regarding the military remains consistent when comparing all demographic 
groups, including gender, age, ethnicity, education level, and political affiliation.67 In other words, the 
level of respect one holds for the military is generally not affected by the demographic variables that often 
predict so many other aspects of public opinion.  A 2017 study by Gallup found that sizable majorities of 
Americans hold either very favorable or somewhat favorable views of all five branches of the U.S. 
military (Army: 77%, Navy: 78%, Air Force: 81%, Marines: 78%, Coast Guard, 76%).68 In fact, the 
military has ranked number one in Gallup’s annual Confidence in Institutions poll every year since 1998, 
“with at least 72% expressing ‘a great deal’ or ‘quite a lot’ of confidence in the military in the past eight 
years.”69 

 Interestingly, the Afghanistan War has not seemed to have any effect on these statistics.  
According to another study from Pew, a total of “nine-in-ten Americans say they have felt proud of the 
troops in Afghanistan and Iraq since those two wars began.”70 In addition, 76% of respondents said they 
had personally thanked a person in the military for his or her service, and a full 92% of Afghanistan and 
Iraq veterans said they had been thanked by someone for their service since they came home.71   
Americans also understand that since 9/11, “members of the military and their families have carried 
greater burdens than the American people. More than eight-in-ten (83%) say that members of the military 
and their families have had to make a lot of sacrifices, while only 43% say so about the American 
public.”72 It is clear that Americans’ admiration for members of the military remains at an astoundingly 
high level today. 

 This fact also helps to explain why Americans would be willing to ignore the realities of the 
Afghanistan War.  As discussed at the outset of this paper, public support for the Afghanistan War has 
steadily declined over the past 17 years, but as just discussed here, public confidence in and respect for 
the military has remained at a high level throughout the same time period.  As explained here, American 
respect for the military is woven into the fabric of American nationalism because of the military’s role in 

66 “Public Esteem for Military Still High,” Pew Research Center, last modified July 11, 2013, 
http://www.pewforum.org/2013/07/11/public-esteem-for-military-still-high/.  
67 Ibid.  
68 Jim Norman, “Americans Give Military Branches Similar High Marks,” last modified May 26, 2017, 
http://news.gallup.com/poll/211112/americans-give-military-branches-similar-high-marks.aspx.  
69 Ibid.  
70 “Chapter 5: The Public and the Military,” Pew Research Center, last modified October 5, 2011, 
http://www.pewsocialtrends.org/2011/10/05/chapter-5-the-public-and-the-military/.  
71 Ibid.  
72 Ibid.  
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maintaining both American exceptionalism and liberal internationalism, so it should not be surprising that 
public support for the military has remained constant over the past two decades.  Members of the military 
are viewed as the individuals who carry out America’s liberal internationalist mission, which is also one 
of the main ways that America is exceptional.  In addition, militarism is also closely related to 
triumphalism, as respect for the military is also rooted in confidence in the military.  Therefore, the fact 
that the U.S. military has been unable to achieve its goals and fulfill America’s “mission” in Afghanistan 
undermines the very reasons that Americans hold the military in such high esteem.  Thus, militarism 
cannot be reconciled with the events of the Afghanistan War, which partly explains why Americans can 
simultaneously disapprove of the war but also want to avoid discussions about it.  Since respect for the 
military is rooted in the various notions of American nationalism, it is understandable that Americans, 
who place a high value on their “national identity,” would avoid topics that contradict this nationalistic 
sentiment.  

IV. Conclusion

 As discussed throughout this paper, American nationalism is rooted in the very founding of the 
United States and remains a powerful force in American culture centuries later.  Because it provides 
Americans with a sense of their country’s exceptional role in the world, it is essential to understand the 
ways in which Americans view and react to various U.S. foreign policy decisions.  The Afghanistan War 
offers a particularly interesting case study, as it is widely unpopular but completely absent from public 
political discourse.  By all accounts, this war has proven to be an abject failure for the United States, but 
failure is not synonymous with the way that most Americans view their country.  This perception is due in 
large part to the persistence of American nationalism, and therefore, Americans are unable to reconcile 
the actual result of the Afghanistan War with their understanding of what the result should have been: a 
resounding victory for the United States.  This is not to say to that Americans are justified in ignoring the 
harsh realities of the Afghanistan War, nor is it to say that the ideas of American nationalism are proven 
completely false by this event.  Rather, this paper attempts to demonstrate the prominent and long-lasting 
influence of American nationalism on the American psyche.   Regardless of one’s opinions on both the 
Afghanistan War and American nationalism, it is necessary to examine these topics and the connections 
between them in order to gain a thorough understanding of the ways in which Americans understand and 
react to contemporary U.S. foreign policy.  
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Measuring State Size: Purely a Matter of 
Territory 

David K. Tian* 

Abstract: There are few concepts more central to the field of political science than the concept of 
the state. Yet, despite its pervasiveness and centrality to the field, there remains no definite 
consensus on what - or who - constitutes a state. Given the disagreement on what a state is, there 
is even less agreement on how to measure state size. Previous scholars have suggested that state 
size is measured using various variables ranging from population figures to economic indicators 
to military capacity. This article adds to the debate surrounding the appropriate measurement of 
state size by first arguing for the necessity of having a consistent definition of what state size is, 
and secondly by rejecting the notions that the size of a state can be measured using any variable 
other than territory. Ultimately, the central thesis of this article is that the only valid and 
methodologically sound way to measure the size of a state is to measure the amount of territory 
under the state’s control.   

Introduction 

In 1651, Thomas Hobbes argued in his well-known political treatise Leviathan that 
without the existence of a common power to keep people in awe, man1 lives perpetually in a 
condition called “Warre” in which every individual is constantly against every other individual. 
This condition is what Hobbes refers to as the “state of nature,” or anarchy. Without the 
protections of a state and the privileges and responsibilities of membership in a political body, 
Hobbes famously described the life of man as being “solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and short.”2 

Indeed, the advent of the state is so important that much of the study of modern political 
science would be difficult, if not impossible, without it. The development of states has helped 
resolve Hobbes’s concern with anarchy and has allowed both culture and civilization to flourish. 
Although the first states concerned themselves with little more than the protection of their 
borders and property, or as Charles Tilly stated, “war made the state, and the state made war”,3 

*David K. Tian is a lecturer at Mongolia International University in the department of international relations and is a
Ph.D student at Johns Hopkins University. He holds an M.A. from Georgetown University and a B.A. from the
University of Chicago.

1 During the time in which Hobbes wrote The Leviathan, gender norms were different from modern notions of 
gender equality. Thus, by “man,” I, of course, am referring to all human beings, regardless of gender, but I have 
chosen to preserve the original language used by Hobbes.    
2 Hobbes, Leviathan, Part One Chapter Thirteen.     
3 Charles Tilly, "Reflections on the History of European State-Making," in The  
Formation of National States in Western Europe (Studies in Political Development), ed. Charles Tilly,  (Princeton, 
NJ: Princeton University Press, 1975), 42. 
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modern states have developed significantly since the earliest states. Today, states can and do 
offer various services that extend well beyond border protection, ranging from healthcare to 
higher education and other forms of welfare. Modern states now take many different forms, 
including the three welfare states in Esping-Andersen’s typology4 and the developmental states 
of East Asia, such as Japan, as first described by Chalmers Johnson.5 Even though most political 
scientists have some idea of what the state is, there is not a single universally accepted definition 
of the state,6 much less a universally accepted means of measuring state size. Accordingly, many 
authors working in the field of political science use the term “state size” haphazardly, which 
poses problems ranging from technical misunderstandings to misapplications of political theory 
to real-world foreign policy.  

 In this article I make two assertions. First, because the concept of state size is so widely 
used in debates not only in the academic world, but also greatly affects the policy world, the 
problem of a lack of universal understanding of state size is not a trivial matter. A uniform 
understanding of how to measure state size will ensure that the debates around it will be about 
the same idea, which has broad implications for democracy, peacemaking, and diplomacy. 
Hence, my first goal will be to argue that the wide variation in the definition of state size is 
highly problematic and must be remedied by employing a more precise vocabulary. Second, I 
will argue that the matter of state size must be measured purely using territory. Indeed, I argue 
that any other way of measuring state size is inaccurate and misleading. To accomplish these two 
tasks, I will first conduct a literature review to demonstrate the stark differences in understanding 
of this concept across the literature. After the literature review, I will offer practical examples 
that exist today to illustrate how the other variations that authors have used do not accurately 
represent state size. Following my descriptions for why other measurements are not correct, I 
will then seek to demonstrate why measuring territory is the correct way to assess state size. 
Finally, I will offer my conclusions and suggestions for further research. It is my hope that this 
article can help in settling the disagreements about this concept so that future scholars can focus 
more on the consequences of state size as an explanatory variable rather than spend time fixated 
on how to measure it.   

Current Usages in the Literature 

4 Gøsta Esping-Andersen, The Three Worlds of Welfare Capitalism (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1990). 
5 Chalmers Johnson, MITI and the Japanese Miracle: The Growth of Industrial Policy,  
1925-1975 (Palo Alto: Stanford University Press, 1982). 
6 Erika Cudworth et al. The Modern State: Theories  
and Ideologies. (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2007).  
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There exists a great deal of literature that mentions state size as a key variable in 
explaining various outcomes. However, few scholars, if any, have explicitly tried to define it. 
Many academic articles that use state size as an explanatory variable fail to properly define it, 
provide an ad hoc definition to suit their specific agenda, or seem to confuse the concept of state 
size with other dimensions of the state entirely. It is impossible to include every scholar who has 
ever grappled with the topic here. Nevertheless, even a cursory glance at the literature will 
demonstrate the wide range of interpretations of how to measure the size of the state. 

Some scholars use only population to characterize state size. Veenendaal and Corbett 
conceptualize state size based solely on population figures, and even go so far as to claim that 
“most publications in the field of comparative political science … [conceptualize] state size 
based on the basis of population figures”.7 As we will see in this literature review, the claim that 
most publications in this field conceptualize state size based on population figures alone is 
simply untrue, as there exists a plethora of different conceptualizations using other dimensions of 
the state. The authors contend in their article that scholars of democracy, including Arend 
Lijphart8 and Samuel Huntington9, neglect so-called “small states” in their theories, which 
undermines their arguments, and that the inclusion of these “small states” would help nuance 
their findings.  

While Veenendaal and Corbett take for granted that there is consensus in the comparative 
literature that state size is measured using population, Gerald Scully takes for granted that the 
size of the state is “measured conventionally as government expenditures as a fraction of national 
output.”10 Measured in this way, Scully argues that the increasing state size is “harmful” in terms 
of economic growth. Already, it is clear that measurement of state size based on population and 
measurement based on government expenditures bear little to no relationship to each other, and 
these are only two of the many different conceptualizations of state size.  

Difficulties with a universally understood conceptualization of state size is not a recent 
phenomenon. In 1964, Amry Vandenbosch measures state size using military power, and 
contrasts the small state with what he calls ‘Great Powers’.11 However, Vandenbosch conflates 
state size with state power. Even to this day, scholars frequently fail to distinguish between state 
size and state power properly. In her article “Small State, Big Influence,” Tianyi Wang argues 
that despite how weak North Korea is, it still has a major influence on China’s foreign policy, 
despite China being a significantly stronger and more powerful state.12 Unfortunately, not only 

7 Wouter P. Veenendaal and Jack Corbett, “Why Small States Offer Important  
Answers to Large Questions,” Comparative Political Studies 48, no.4 (2015): 527-549.; Ibid, 529. 
8 Arend Lijphart, Patterns of Democracy (New Haven: Yale University  
Press, 1999).  
9 Samuel P. Huntington, The Third Wave: Democratization in the late twentieth  
century (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1991).  
10 Gerald W. Scully, “The size of the state, economic growth and the efficient  
utilization of national resources,” Public Choice 63, (1989): 149-164, 149. 
11 Amry Vandenbosch, “The Small States in International Politics and  
Organization,” The Journal of Politics 26, no. 2 (1964): 293-312.  
12 Tianyi Wang, “Small State, Big Influence: China’s North Korea Policy Dilemma.”  
The Georgetown Journal of Asian Affairs 1, no. 1 (2014): 5-24.  
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does Wang fail to properly distinguish between state power and state size, she also seems to 
confuse the concept of state capacity with state size as well.  

Finally, David Lake and Angela O’Mahony describe state size as how much territory is 
within a state’s possession.13 Although they, unlike the other authors mentioned above, use state 
size as the dependent rather than as the explanatory variable, they assert that historical increases 
and decreases in average state size were the results of increasing and decreasing amounts of 
federalism. The manner in which Lake and O’Mahony use to measure state size is the one I 
believe is correct, for reasons that will be made clear later in the article.  

There are many more examples in the literature, but we have seen enough to understand 
that there is significant disagreement and misunderstanding on how to measure the size of a state. 
Although this literature review is far from exhaustive, we can already see drastically varying 
definitions of state size, and often they are diametrically opposed. Authors such as Wang and 
Vandenbosch would assert that larger states have more power and are thus more influential in the 
world. Consequently, the two of them would find that an increase in state size has a general 
positive effect, at least for the states in question. On the other hand, authors such as Scully have 
expressed a more pessimistic view on increasing state sizes, arguing that the net effect of an 
increase in state size is negative. While on the surface these authors appear to disagree on the 
effects of state size, they are in fact not discussing the same topic. Collier and Levitsky indicate 
that many scholars in political science “are concerned with conceptual validity.”14 As a result, 
for the sake of conceptual validity alone, I believe that a clarification of state size is warranted. 
However, I will go even further and assert that inconsistent applications of the concept of state 
size are precarious not only on a theoretical level but have real-world consequences as well. In 
this article, I will offer my proposal on how to redress this issue.   

Theoretical Framework 

To understand the working definitions used in this paper, I propose the “car-and-driver” 
model of government and state. Let us imagine a car with one driver and perhaps a few 
passengers. In this conceptual exercise, the driver of the car is analogous to the government, the 
vehicle itself is analogous to the state, and the passengers are analogous to the population of a 
state. It is clear from this analogy that the government consists of a person (or in most cases of 
actual governments of countries, generally several people), whereas the state is a vessel; it is an 
inanimate structure without a will of its own. The government, by operating the car with a 
steering wheel, can express its own will. Similarly, just as the car itself has no control over 
whether the driver drives too fast or makes a wrong turn, or drives smoothly without getting 

13 David A. Lake and Angela O’Mahony, “The Incredible Shrinking State,” Journal  
of Conflict Resolution 48, no. 5 (2004): 699-722.  
14 David Collier and Steven Levitsky, “Democracy with Adjectives: Conceptual  
Innovation in Comparative Research,” World Politics 49, no.3 (1997): 430-451, 430. 
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pulled over by a police officer for speeding, the state, as an inanimate object, is not capable of 
expressing its own will.  

 As previously mentioned, there is no universal consensus of  what a state is. However, 
numerous scholars have attempted to provide such a definition. One of the most well-known and 
popularly accepted definitions is the one provided by Max Weber. As John C. Donovan et al. 
describe Weber’s conceptualization, “the state is the agency that, if it is to survive and be 
successful, claims the ‘the monopoly of the legitimate use of physical force within a given 
territory.’”15 For Weber, what differentiates a state from a non-state is only its “particularly 
enduring and manifest existence as a well-established power.”16 Accordingly, groups who 
employ violence to defend against external threats in an ad hoc manner do not qualify. The 
renowned French public intellectual and philosopher Pierre Bourdieu agrees with Weber on the 
use of physical force as a requirement for states, but also further argues that a successful state 
“claims the monopoly of the legitimate and symbolic use of violence over a definite territory and 
over the totality of the corresponding population.”17  

Weber is somewhat flexible with the boundaries of a state, stating that although the 
territory of a state “must at any time be in some way determinable,” it “need not be constant or 
definitely limited.”18 In contrast to Weber’s more malleable conceptualization of a state, Poggi 
firmly believes that a state’s territory must be more concrete, “geographically distinct, fixed, 
[with] continuous borders, and be militarily defensible.”19 In fact, he goes one step further by 
inextricably tying the identity of a state with its territory, declaring that “the state does not have a 
territory, it is a territory.”20 Michael Mann echoes Poggi’s sentiments, writing in his 1984 article 
“The Autonomous Power of the State” that the “state is merely and essentially an arena, a place,” 
and that this characteristic is precisely the “very source of [the state’s] autonomy.”21 

The aforementioned conceptualizations of states are some of the more well-known 
examples in the literature, but are by no means the only ones. As is evident, there is a great 
variety of understandings about what the state is, what it can do, and where it comes from. 
However, all of these conceptualizations share one common aspect: a state must have a 
recognizable and well-defined territory. The aim of this article is not to intervene in the debates 
on what a state is, but having these various conceptualizations gives an idea of what the debates 
share in common and where they diverge. This commonality among the competing theories of 
the state is the framework that will be used in this article.  

15 John C. Donovan, Richard E. Morgan, Christian P. Potholm, and Marcia Weigle, People, Power and Politics: An 
Introduction to Political Science, 3rd ed. (Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, 1993), 20.   
16 Max Weber, “Political Community,” in Economy and Society, ed. Guenther Roth and Claus Wittich (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1978), 903.  
17 Pierre Bourdieu, “Rethinking the State: Genesis and Structure of the Bureaucratic Field” trans. Loïc J.D. 
Wacquant and Samar Farage, Sociological Theory 12, no. 1 (1994): 3. 
18  Max Weber, “Political Community,” 901.  
19 Gianfranco Poggi, The State: Its Nature, Development, and Prospects. (Palo  
Alto: Stanford University Press, 1990), 22. 
20 Ibid. 
21 Michael Mann. “The Autonomous Power of the State: its Origins, 
Mechanisms, and Results,” European Journal of Sociology 25, no. 2 (1984): 112. 
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For the purposes of this article, “territory” will be understood to mean any recognizable 
area on the planet that is subject to political control by a state, no matter what the form. Hence, 
bodies of water under the control of a state, such as canals, rivers, and lakes, which are part of a 
state’s polymorphic political geography, will also be considered part of a state’s territory and 
will thus be included in the conceptualization of state size.22  

Why are the other measures inappropriate? 

Because of the plethora of different ways political scientists have conceptualized state 
size, this analysis will not be able to cover every single one of them. However, my aim is to 
simply prove that most mainstream ideas of state size are misnomers, and to show that territory 
is the only measurement of state size. Therefore, this section of the article is dedicated to 
demonstrating why other measures of state size are inappropriate. 

To understand why the misuse of the term “state size” is problematic, it is useful to 
consider two examples. A country such as the landlocked Mongolia, which once ruled over “the 
largest continuous land empire that has so far existed,”23 has a population of just over three 
million people spread over a massive and vast territory. The Mongolian armed forces are under-
equipped and military expenditures comprise less than one percent of Mongolia’s GDP, and the 
country’s entire navy consists of a single tugboat staffed by a crew of seven sailors, only one of 
whom reportedly knows how to swim.24 For Wang and Vandenbosch, because of its weak 
military power, Mongolia would be considered a small state. Similarly, owing to its small 
population, Veenendaal and Corbett would classify it as a relatively small state as well.25 On the 
other hand, with such a vast territory, Lake and O’Mahony would consider it a large state. 

In sharp contrast to Mongolia, Taiwan26 has a population of over twenty-three million 
people, with nearly two million military - both active and reserve - personnel,27 packed onto a 
territory smaller than one tenth the size of Japan.28 Consequently, Taiwan is the antithesis of 
Mongolia on virtually every dimension. Using the definitions of state size mentioned above, 

22 Martin Jones, “Polymorphic Political Geographies,” Territory, Politics,  
Governance 4, no. 1 (2016): 1-7.  
23 David Morgan, The Mongols, 2nd ed. (Hoboken: Wiley-Blackwell, 2007), 5.  
24 Ken Jennings, “Visit Khovsgol Lake to See Mongolia's One-Ship Navy,” Condé Nast Traveler, 2017.  Accessed 
28 September 2018, https://www.cntraveler.com/story/visit-khovsgol-lake-to-see-mongolias-one-ship-navy.     
25 Veenendaal and Corbett do not employ a hard-cutoff point for when a state is considered small or large. However, 
it would be reasonable to assume that a population of three million, in comparison with countries with significantly 
larger populations including China, India, or Japan, would be considered relatively small.  
26 The political status of Taiwan is always a sensitive one, and Taiwan is not universally recognized as a sovereign 
nation. Although Taiwan does not have a seat in the United Nations, it does issue its own passports, maintain armed 
forces, and has an independent government. This article will not make a normative judgment on what political status 
Taiwan should be afforded. Rather, for the purposes of analysis, this article will treat Taiwan as a de facto sovereign 
state, regardless of official status.    
27 “Taiwan.” Global Firepower, Accessed 28 September 2018 
https://www.globalfirepower.com/country-military-strength-detail.asp?country_id=taiwan.  
28 “Mongolia.” The CIA World Factbook,  Accessed 28 September 2018 
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/mg.html. 
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Taiwan is either larger than or smaller than Mongolia, depending on the particular definition 
used. The contrast between Mongolia and Taiwan is the first reason why the wild inconsistencies 
of “state size” are problematic. Even holding all other factors constant, there is no consistency - 
using some dimensions, Taiwan is “smaller” than Mongolia whereas using other dimensions 
Mongolia is the “smaller” state. In the sections to follow, I clarify why state population, 
government expenditure, state power, and state capacity are not valid measurements of state size. 

More People, Bigger State? 

There are scholars who use population as a basis for state size, including Veenendaal and 
Corbett, Anckar,29 and Crowards,30 among others. Veenendaal and Corbett claim that countries 
with smaller populations tend to be democratic, despite their inherent disadvantages. However, 
while many of their claims in regards to the relationship between population and democracy 
seem to have merit, their claims are not based on state size as they insist. The problem with using 
population as a measurement of state size is that population is fleeting - people can die, the low 
birth rates in countries like Japan and South Korea mean that their populations will shrink 
significantly in the decades to come, and natural disasters have the potential to decimate larges 
swathes of the population in an instant.31  

It is true that for most scholars, population is necessary for a viable state. However, just 
as the passengers in the car-and-driver model are not structural components of the car, the people 
who live in a state are not permanent fixtures of that state. Both exogenous and endogenous 
factors have the potential to significantly alter population figures, which can change not just 
from year to year, but, depending on the circumstances, even day to day. Ergo, the number of 
inhabitants inside that territory, while important on many levels, does not change the size of the 
actual state. On the other hand, the only effective way a state would lose territory is for it to lose 
control to another foreign power, which is an exogenous factor. The only way for a state to lose 
territory endogenously is for it to voluntarily relinquish territory for nothing in return, which 
virtually never occurs, and indeed I cannot think of a single historical example of such an event 
happening. For a visual representation of what I mean, I present the hypothetical states A and B 
as represented in Figures 1 and 2, respectively:32 

29 Dag Anckar, “Small is democratic, but who is small?,” Arts and Social Sciences  
Journal 2, (2010): 1-10.  
30 Tom Crowards, “Defining the category of “small” states,” Journal of International 
Development 14, no. 2 (2002): 143-179. 
31 Alana Semuels, “The Mystery of Why Japanese People Are Having So Few  
Babies,” The Atlantic (July 20, 2017).;“South Korea’s fertility rate is the lowest in the world,” The Economist (June 
30, 2018). 
32 I wish to thank Kathy Tian of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign for these figures.  
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In this hypothetical example, both State A and State B have the same amount of territory, 
but State A has a significantly higher population. We can clearly see that the population has 
absolutely no bearing on the states’ sizes.  

The Government Expenditure Explanation 

Scully measures state size by government expenditures.33 In other words, in his 
conceptualization, the more money a government spends, the larger the state is. However, Scully 
seems to confuse the role of the government, which consists of actors with their own wills, with 
the role of the state, which is a structure that does not have its own consciousness. Even if there 
has not yet been a reasonable consensus on the definition of a state, most political scientists 
would be able differentiate a government and the state in which that government operates, which 
are related but are not identical to each other.  

For a more concrete visualization, let us now return to the car-and-driver model. 
Increased government spending is comparable to the driver of a car spending more money on 
various goods and services, including gasoline, food, and oil changes. Just as the driver spending 
more money on higher quality gasoline does not actually change the size of the car, government 
spending does not change the size of the state. The only possible conclusion from increased 
government expenditures, given all other factors are equal, is that there is a bigger government, 
not a bigger state.  

Of course, governments have access to not just the territory of a state but also the tools of 
the state, such as police departments, courts of law, and tax collection bureaus. Because the 
successful operation of these state institutions cost large amounts of money, it is possible that 
higher government expenditures could potentially indicate that these institutions are stronger. 
However, the strength of these state institutions is not an issue of state size. Rather, it is an issue 
of state capacity, which will be explored further in the next section.  

33 Gerald W. Scully, “The size of the state, economic growth and the efficient 
utilization of national resources,” Public Choice 63, (1989): 149. 
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State Capacity versus State Size 

Davidheiser gives three criteria for determining the strength of a state: 
1) depth of penetration of society by the state;
2) breadth of penetration, and;
3) state autonomy, or penetration of the state by society.34

A strong state would have high depth of penetration in society, high breadth of
penetration, and low penetration of the state by society. The opposite is true of weak states. In 
Davidheiser’s conceptualization, a country like Russia would be an example of a strong state. 
None of these three criteria mentions anything about state size. It is only a coincidence that 
Russia happens to be the largest country in the world; one could easily imagine a state with much 
less territory that could reasonably be considered strong, such as Singapore. Pardo and Reeves 
also specify that weak states are weak as a result of internal sources, such as “tensions between 
the institutional representation of the state and society.”35  

Strong states, on the other hand, would have the ability to pass laws, enforce the laws, 
and collect taxes, among others. In the Singaporean case, with a total area of just over 700 km2, 
Singapore is fairly small in terms of size.36 By means of comparison, the Chinese capital of 
Beijing has over 16,000 km2 of area.37 Yet, Singapore can reasonably be described as a strong 
state.38  

On the other hand, India and Pakistan have massive territories and populations. However, 
because of their weak institutions, they can reasonably be considered weak states.39 Indeed, India 
and Pakistan are significantly weaker than Singapore in terms of state institutions. It is doubtful 
that any political scientist could describe Singapore as being “bigger” than either Pakistan or 
India without raising the skepticism of his or her audience. In sum, the strength of a state is not 
determined by its size, and the two are completely separate and independent of each other. See 
table 1 for a visual summary.40  

34 Evelyn B. Davidheiser, “Strong States, Weak States: The Role of the State in  
Revolution,” Comparative Politics 24, no. 4 (1992): 463. 
35 Ramon Pacheco Pardo and Jeffrey Reeves, “Weak Power Bargaining with  
China: Mongolia and North Korea in comparative perspective,” Journal of Contemporary China 23, no. 90 (2014): 
1154.  
36 “Total Land Area of Singapore.” Government of Singapore, Accessed 4 October, 2018. 
https://data.gov.sg/dataset/total-land-area-of-singapore  
37 Ministry of Commerce People’s Republic of China, 2017. “Beijing Survey,” Accessed 4 October, 2018. 
https://web.archive.org/web/20161105045525/http://english.mofcom.gov.cn/aarticle/zt_business/lanmub/200703/20
070304508799.html  
38 Dan Slater, “Southeast Asia: Strong-State Democratization in Malaysia and  
Singapore,” Journal of Democracy 23, no. 2 (2012): 19-33.  
39 Pardo and Reeves, “Weak Power”  
40 Again, I wish to thank Kathy Tian of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign for this table.  
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There are no objective standards for what the cutoff point is between a weak state and a 
strong state, and between a large state and a small state. In essence, few would likely disagree 
that China is large, but the case of a country like South Korea is a little less clear because some 
might consider it to be a small state, while others might think that it has too much territory to be 
considered a small state. Additionally, the assertion that Mongolia is a weak state is unlikely to 
be controversial, but some might argue that India would not be considered weak. Hence, this 
table is necessarily somewhat arbitrary. Nevertheless, even if some of the countries get moved to 
a different category, this typology is still valid for the purposes of conceptual analysis, and 
shows that state strength and state size are two different variables that must not be confused with 
each other.  

State Size versus State Power 

While state capacity is concerned with the internal, state power is concerned with the 
external. Barston (1973) proposes a five-point typology for assessing weak state power: 

1) A less developed economy;
2) Weaker military capabilities;
3) Less proactive foreign policy;
4) More limited resources, and;
5) Regional, rather than global, interests.41

Again, none of these criteria mention anything about state size. Vandenbosch is less strict
than Barton. He measures state power using military power, arguing that states with weak 
military power can only survive when more powerful states permit them to do so. While I am in 
no way arguing that his conclusions on the relationship between military power and survival are 
wrong, I am claiming that he is conflating two entirely different concepts, namely state size and 
state power. Just as in the case of state capacity, state power and state size are different variables 
and must not be conflated. It is possible to have a powerful state that does not have much 

41 Ronald P Barston, The other powers: Studies In The Foreign Policies Of Small 
States. (Crows Nest: Allen & Unwin, 1973), 15-16.  
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territory under its control. On the other hand, some larger states may have weaker military 
power. Canada, the second largest country in the world by landmass, has a massive territory, 
covering a great portion of the North American continent. Indeed, it has more territory than 
China. However, militarily speaking, China is by far more powerful than Canada, and in the 
highly unlikely event that the two of them ever went to war, Canada would stand no chance 
without help from allies.  

Tianyi Wang makes the same mistake that Vandebosch does. She reasons that North 
Korea, as a weak power, can safely ignore the effects its behavior has on the international stage 
while China, as a major global power, cannot do so and must consider its global influence before 
taking any action toward North Korea. In discussing China’s foreign policy towards North 
Korea, she points out that despite North Korea’s continued nuclear provocations, China is 
reluctant to change its policy towards North Korea significantly, even as North Korean nuclear 
provocations ostensibly “[hinder] China’s own strategic and security interests.”42   

Although this explanation is reasonable, to title her article “Small State, Big Influence” 
and to continuously use state size and state power interchangeably throughout the article is 
greatly misleading and can lead to erroneous and potentially disastrous results. In response to 
Wang, Pardo and Reeves would argue that “[s]mall states, while having less material resources 
than medium or large states, are not necessarily weak.”43 It is true that Singapore has drastically 
fewer material resources than a country like Mongolia. However, in terms of military power, 
Singapore has Mongolia beat by far. In this example, a small state has more state power than a 
larger state. Even using Barton’s five-point typology, on every single aspect - from the level of 
economic development to foreign policy to geographic location of interests - Singapore has 
significantly more power than Mongolia. Although this is just one example, the contrast between 
Singapore and Mongolia demonstrates that 1) size and power are not equivalent, and 2) size does 
not necessarily determine power.  

The State as a Territory 

One question readers may have is, “How is it possible to measure something when  
there is no agreement on what that thing is?” In response, I would like to begin this section with 
the Indian parable of the blind men and the elephant. In this well-known parable, a group of 
blind men who have never encountered an elephant before each try to conceptualize the elephant 
by touching it, but only one part such as the tail, the trunk, or the tusk. Based their limited 
experience, each individual gives a description of the elephant that differs significantly from the 
others.  

Just as each blind man has a different conceptualization of the same object - in this case, 
the elephant - political scientists have different conceptualizations of the same structure: the 

42 Tianyi Wang, “Small State, Big Influence: China’s North Korea Policy Dilemma.” 
The Georgetown Journal of Asian Affairs 1, no. 1 (2014): 5.  
43 Pardo and Reeves, “Weak Power Bargaining,” 1153. 
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state. However, just because each of the men has a limited understanding of the elephant does 
not change the elephant’s characteristics, weight, or size.  

Even though Weber, Mann, Poggi, Bourdieu, and other scholars have all provided 
different criteria for what constitutes a state, they all have one feature in common. Namely, 
virtually all plausible theories of the state require that a state have a well-defined territory. While 
state power or state capacity are not always easily measurable, territory, on the other hand, is 
generally easy to measure. The only differences are that some scholars may exclude water in 
territory figures while others, including myself, would include all geographic space under the 
political control of a state in measuring territory. Of course, there are still border disputes 
between various countries - as an example, consider China’s border disputes with India, Russia, 
and Vietnam.44 However, these disputes, once settled, produce well-delineated boundaries.  

Conclusion 

For a topic that is so fundamental to a field, one would imagine that there would be a 
consensus on what it is. After all, it is hard to believe that any mainstream economists would be 
unclear about the definitions of supply and demand, that any biologist would not understand 
what DNA is, or that any statisticians would disagree with one another about what standard 
deviation means. Yet, political science as a field has failed to come to a consensus or even a 
viable, widely-employed working definition on such a basic concept. Economists may disagree 
on what to include in GDP - for example, some think that blackmarket activity should be 
included while others do not. However, at least there is consistency in the general sense of what 
it means. For the field of political science, different conceptualizations of state size are as varied 
as the people who devise them.  If political scientists want their work to be taken seriously, 
conceptual rigorousness will help ensure scientific validity of the field. Thus, there must be a 
consensus or at least a generally agreed-upon meaning of the concept of how to measure the 
state. At the very least, I hope that if I have not managed to convince my readers that territory is 
truly the only way to measure state size, then I hope at least to have convinced my readers that 
this topic is one worthy of further discussion and should not be dismissed as a trifle issue.  

As was stated in the beginning, if for nothing more than conceptual validity alone, the 
issue of state size merits attention. However, there are larger implications. One example of which 
is the Democratic Peace Theory, which holds popular support even if there is not convincing 
theoretical explanation for why democratic states tend not to go to war with one another.45 
According to Veenendaal and Corbett, states with small populations are more likely than not to 
be democratic, in spite of their inherent disadvantages. However, again they misapply the term 
“small state” to describe population, not actually the size.  

44 Ralph Jennings, “China's Three Worst Border Disputes -- And Its Best Border  
Buddy,” Forbes, 2017. Accessed 2 October, 2018 https://www.forbes.com/sites/ralphjennings/2017/07/27/chinas-3-
worst-border-disputes-and-its-best-border-buddy/#2f90ac524f36.  
45 See Friedan et al., 2016; Slaughter, 2011; Huntington, 1991, and many more. 
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As a final word of caution, this article must not be misunderstood to mean that that other 
state characteristics, including population, capacity, and power, are unimportant. Indeed, the 
survival of a state often depends on whether it has strong capacity and power, regardless of the 
amount of territory under its control, and having a sufficient population is a necessary condition 
to maintain that capacity and power. The only theoretical claim that this article makes is that 
state size is a matter of territory. The implications of this claim are still open for future research. 
Lastly, this article also mostly focused on countries in Asia as examples. Future studies could 
also expand the scope to other regions of the world. 
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The Truth Behind U.S. Immigration Policy: 

Human Development as an Alternative to Border 

Security 

Lindsay M. Robbins* 

Abstract: In the current American political climate, immigration is a highly contentious issue. As 
immigration from Central America’s Northern Triangle (El Salvador, Guatemala, and 
Honduras) increases, the Trump Administration has enacted harsher immigration laws and 
revamped border security in an attempt to discourage migrants from journeying to the U.S. 
Historically, U.S. military and economic interventions helped create environments in the region 
that foster violence and encourage migration. Moreover, the policies adopted by the U.S. 
following its involvement in Central America have done little to decrease the number of 
immigrants arriving at the border. Based on historical precedent, increased border security and 
harsher immigration policies will not successfully decrease the number of immigrants attempting 
to cross into the U.S. today. Utilizing various case studies concerning U.S.-Latin American 
relations, this analysis will illustrate the influence that the U.S. had in creating unstable 
environments in Central America, as well as highlight how socio-economic factors play a much 
larger role in influencing one’s decision to migrate rather than the threat of apprehension at the 
border. The U.S., therefore, must invest in sustainable development programs that expand 
human capital if it hopes to reduce the number of immigrants arriving at the southern border. 

I. Introduction

Throughout U.S. history, immigration has been an important element of the development 
of the U.S. as a diverse and powerful state. Despite these early beginnings, immigrants in the 
U.S. today face overwhelming amounts of discrimination, particularly those from Mexico and 
Central America. Hispanic immigration to the U.S. is not a new trend; it began with the Gold 
Rush in 1848, and has continued ever since. However, political dialogue today frames Hispanic 
immigrants as new threats who cause violence, commit crimes, and take jobs from American 
workers. While this mindset is quick to place the blame for hardships on immigrants, the causes 
for immigration are rooted in the long history of U.S.-Latin American relations in both Mexico 
and Central America. 

*Lindsay M. Robbins has a B.A. in International Studies from Towson University. She plans to begin studying for a Master’s 
degree in International Development in Fall 2019.
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In the early 1900s, the U.S. created the first foreign worker program, calling on Mexican 
“Braceros” when the country was in economic need and casting them out when work was scarce, 
thus setting a precedent for immigrating to the U.S. in search of economic prosperity.1 In Central 
America, the U.S. maintained a political, military, and economic presence for decades, 
contributing to environments of instability in several Central American countries that are still 
prevalent today. These factors combined have left a severe impact on the region, and continue to 
influence the growing number of immigrants that are arriving at the U.S. Southern Border each 
year. 

Despite its controversial history in Mexico and Central America, the U.S. has taken a 
rather hard-lined approach to curbing immigration by increasing border security and inflicting 
harsher punishments on those who cross the border illegally. This approach is counterproductive, 
as research shows that border security plays a minimal role in the decision to immigrate, while 
socio-economic conditions that immigrants face in their home countries are much larger 
determining factors.2 For this reason, U.S. immigration policy has done little to stop the flow of 
migrants from Mexico and Central America into the country. On the other hand, through various 
policies and strategies, the U.S. has helped create poor socio-economic conditions in Mexico and 
Central America, while simultaneously encouraging immigration for undocumented workers. As 
long as poor conditions exist in immigrants’ home countries and there is hope for economic 
prosperity in the U.S., immigrants will not stop attempting to cross the border. The best approach 
for the U.S. to limit immigration from these regions is not to increase border security, but to 
acknowledge the role it played in creating unstable conditions in Latin America and invest in 
sustainable development programs in Mexico and Central America that encourage human 
development. By investing in programs that promote inclusive economic growth, the U.S. can 
improve socioeconomic conditions and reduce the need for migrants to seek work in the United 
States. 

II. The Controversial History of U.S. - Central American Relations

Before examining the current immigration crisis, it is crucial to understand the 
controversial history of U.S. intervention in Central America. For decades, U.S. intervention 
helped destabilize political systems and disrupted economies, creating instability that lingers 
today, which cultivates environments that are ripe for corruption and violence. Following World 
War II, Central America’s location made the region extremely important for U.S. interests. For 
this reason, the U.S. felt it necessary to protect and preserve relations at all costs. During the 
Cold War, Latin America became a battleground for outside actors to influence development. In 
an effort to spread communism across the globe, the Soviet Union expanded influence and 
supported revolutionary movements in the developing world, including in Latin America.3 In 
response, Washington enacted the economic program Alliance for Progress, which gave large 
sums of economic assistance to the region, and deployed covert and direct military action to 

1Gilbert Carrasco , “Latinos in the United States: Invitation and Exile.” in The Latino Condition, Second Edition. ed. 
Richard Delgado and Jean Stefancic. (New York: New York University Press, 2011):79-80 
2 Wayne A. Cornelius and Idean Salehyan, “Does Border Enforcement Deter Unauthorized Immigration? The Case 
of Mexican Migration to the United States of America” Regulation & Governance 1, no. 2 (June 2007): 145 
3 Hal Brands, Latin America’s Cold War (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2010): 37 
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counter Soviet efforts.4 While U.S. intervention led to the failure of revolutions in Central 
America, it did not necessarily bring victories to the region for the countries impacted. U.S.- 
backed leaders led to violent military regimes and unstable democracies that prevented social 
and economic recovery. Consequently, the end of the Cold War prompted an increase in violence 
in Central America, and new conflicts emerged such as the illegal drug trade.5 Today, this 
lingering violence in El Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras forces millions of migrants to 
immigrate to the U.S. Southern Border each year. 

El Salvador 

El Salvador is the smallest mainland country in Central America, yet it has one of the 
highest numbers of immigrants fleeing to the United States each year. During the 2014 
immigration crisis, nearly 10,000 Salvadoran children were apprehended alone at the U.S. 
Border.6 The country is ripe with violence and has one of the highest murder rates in the world. 
In 2015, El Salvador experienced 105 homicides per 100,000 people.7 This violence is a result of 
the country’s bloody civil war, in which the U.S. had a heavy military presence. 

Between 1961 and 1965, the U.S. initiative Alliance for Progress gave more aid to El 
Salvador than any other country in the region, with the goal of supporting military governments 
to avoid Communist threats and political reforms.8 However, the Alliance did little to help 
peasant populations, and El Salvador soon ranked in the top five countries in the world for most 
malnourished people.9 In 1970, following a failed promise of agrarian reform, armed rebels 
began to operate in El Salvador. By this time, there was a strong U.S. military presence in the 
country; Salvadoran officers were trained at the U.S.-run School of the Americas in the Panama 
Canal Zone, and U.S. military advisors were placed in El Salvador in 1968.10 Another failed 
coup in 1979 arguably sparked the Salvadoran Civil War, in which the Salvadoran army, backed 
by the U.S., attempted to curtail the efforts of the leftist insurgency group, Frente Farabundo 
Martí de Liberación Nacional (FMLN).11 The civil war was marked by right wing death squads 
of the Salvadoran army, which committed atrocious acts of violence against civilians. From the 
start of the war in 1980 until its end in 1992, nearly 75,000 Salvadoran civilians were killed,12

4 Ibid, 3. 
5 Ibid, 10-11. 
6 Jens Manuel Krogstad and Ana Gonzalez-Barrera, “Number of Latino Children Trying to Enter U.S. Nearly 
Doubles in Less Than a Year,” Pew Research Center. June 10, 2014. Accessed September 30, 2018 
http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2014/06/10/number-of-latino-children-caught-trying-to-enter-u-s-nearly- 
doubles-in-less-than-a-year/ 
7 The World Bank, “Intentional Homicides (per 100,000 People),” 2015. Accessed September 1, 2018. 
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/VC.IHR.PSRC.P5 
8 David W. Dent, The Legacy of the Monroe Doctrine: A Reference Guide to U.S. Involvement in Latin America and 
the Caribbean (Westport: Greenwood Press, 1999): 173. 
9 Walter LaFeber, Inevitable Revolutions: The United States in Central America, (New York: W.W. Norton & 
Company, Inc., 1993): 176. 
10 Ibid, 177. 
11 Mike Allison. “El Salvador’s Brutal Civil War: What We Still Don’t Know,” Al Jazeera. March 1, 2012. 
Accessed September 15, 2018. https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/2012/02/2012228123122975116.html 
12 Allison, “El Salvador’s Brutal Civil War”. 
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and nearly 1 million were displaced as refugees in neighboring Honduras, Mexico, and in the 
United States.13 

Instability in El Salvador today can be traced back to the civil war. Following the war, a 
truth commission in El Salvador found that 85 percent of human rights violations had been 
committed by government forces backed by the U.S. military.14 In 1993, the Salvadoran 
Legislative Assembly enacted the Amnesty Law, which granted amnesty to all of those accused 
of human rights violations during the civil war.15 Consequently many people in El Salvador who 
made a living from violence as members of death squads and other military-related activities 
were suddenly pardoned and left without a source of income, as the military budget was reduced 
significantly and the U.S. no longer provided large sums of military aid. Many of these people 
turned to new illicit activities for income, such as joining gangs or the international drug trade 
between South America and the United States. Further, many Salvadoran refugee youth who fled 
to the United States during the war were deported back to El Salvador and continued the spread 
of gang violence that they had been exposed to in Los Angeles.16 Today, El Salvador is one of 
the most violent peacetime countries in the world, primarily due to fighting between powerful 
street gangs. Government corruption and a lack of police resources allow violence in the country 
to continue, which pushes more and more Salvadoran citizens to flee to the United States. 

Guatemala 

The United States has had arguably the most direct involvement in Guatemala than any 
other Central American state. Guatemala was the primary location for the Boston-based 
company, the United Fruit Company (UFC), which first began banana production in Guatemala 
in 1908. By 1950, it controlled close to 40,000 jobs in the country and cultivated 85 percent of 
the tropical lowlands suitable for banana production, leaving little room for other local farmers 
or producers.17 Further, the UFC subsidiary, International Railways of Central America, owned 
nearly all of the railways in Guatemala. During this time, UFC was known to enlist the help of 
dictators who provided large sums of land, ensured limited government regulation, and installed 
low taxes. 

The interests of U.S. business in Guatemala were a large determining factor as to why the 
U.S. intervened in the country’s government. In 1951, Jacobo Arbenz was elected to the 
presidency. Arbenz’s policies pushed Guatemala’s politics to the left, seizing 1.5 million acres of 
plantations from large corporations, including UFC, and dispersing them to rural farmers.18

Further, Arbenz legalized the communist party, sending more alarms to the U.S. State 
Department of possible communist insurgencies in Guatemala.19 For officials in Washington, 

13 Joaquín M. Chávez, “How Did the Civil War in El Salvador End?” American Historical Review 120, no.5 
(December 2015): 1784 
14 Chavéz, “How Did the Salvadoran Civil War End?” 1792-1793. 
15 Geoff Thale, “Amnesty Under Fire in El Salvador: Legal Challenges and Political Implications,” Washington 
Office on Latin America. October 21, 2013. Accessed September 5, 2018 https://www.wola.org/analysis/amnesty- 
under-fire-in-el-salvador-legal-challenges-and-political-implications/ 
16 Michael Wilkerson, “Security and Democracy in El Salvador: An Undeniable Connection,” Stanford Journal of 
International Relations 10, no. 1 (2008): 39 
17 Dent, The Legacy of the Monroe Doctrine, 197. 
18 Moye, “The United States Intervention in Guatemala”, 45. 
19LaFeber, Inevitable Revolutions, 116. 
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these factors were enough to justify CIA intervention in Guatemala.20 Citing the protection of 
U.S. security interests against communism, the Eisenhower administration made the decision to 
overthrow democratically-elected Arbenz in an effort dubbed “Operation Success.” The CIA 
staged Operation Success through Colonel Carlos Castillo Armas, a former military leader who 
was exiled for a coup-attempt against Arbenz. The U.S. provided Castillo Armas with bomber 
planes, weapons, and financial and logistical aid.21 In 1954, he led 200 troops from the Honduran 
border and deployed bomber planes from Nicaragua to overthrow Arbenz. The U.S. then helped 
secure Castillo Armas as the new leader of Guatemala, who quickly overturned reforms of 
Arbenz and returned the state to a military regime marked by corruption and oppression.22

Castillo Armas was succeeded by a string of dictators, which marked the start of a 36-year civil 
war in 1960. In the late 1960s and early 70s, the Pentagon spent 12 million USD annually to 
support the Guatemalan army.23   Between 1954 and 1990, military governments were 
responsible for the deaths of over 100,000 Guatemalans and the disappearance of 50,000.24

Poor socio-economic conditions in Guatemala today can be attributed to the decades-long 
violence brought on by the civil war. Because of the length of the war, many families were left 
with an inferior education and lack of opportunities, which resulted in generations of deep-rooted 
poverty.25 Many male youth were recruited into armed groups, thus suffering from a lack of 
education. These children were then less likely to have skilled jobs and more likely to earn lower 
wages. The war also had a strong negative impact for Mayan children, whose villages were 
frequent targets of death squads. Many schools were destroyed, as well as families’ homes and 
sources of livelihood. For rural Mayan children, education during the war decreased by up to 30 
percent.26 Because of these conditions, many adults who were children during the war lost the 
opportunity to gain an education. These populations are still facing extreme poverty today. 

Today, nearly 60 percent of the population in Guatemala lives in poverty.27 For this 
reason, thousands of Guatemalan citizens each year immigrate to the U.S. border in search of 
better socio-economic conditions to improve their standard of living. In January of 2018 alone, 
1,000 Guatemalans were deported from the U.S. and sent back to their home country. However, 
most Guatemalan citizens are unable to find a job without a formal education. Each year, 
140,000 young people enter the labor force in the country, yet only 2 of 10 will find a job in the 
formal sector.28 Seeing no other options, immigrants will continue to migrate from Guatemala 
until these conditions are improved. 

20 Dent, The Legacy of the Monroe Doctrine, 200. 
21 Moye, “The United States Intervention in Guatemala,”48. 
22 Ibid, 49. 
23 LaFeber, Inevitable Revolutions, 170. 
24 Dent, The Legacy of the Monroe Doctrine, 204 
25 Rubiana Chamarbagwala and Hilcías C. Morán, “The Human Capital Consequences of Civil War: Evidence from 
Guatemala,” Journal of Development Economics, 94, no.1 (January 2011): 44 
26 Ibid, 43. 
27 Central Intelligence Agency, “Guatemala,” World Factbook, October 17, 2018. Accessed October 22, 
2018.https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/gt.html 
28 María Martin, “Nothing for us Here: Deported Guatemalans Plan to Return to U.S.,” NBC News. March 29, 2018. 
Accessed July 10, 2018 https://www.nbcnews.com/news/latino/nothing-us-here-deported-guatemalans-plan-return- 
u-s-n858231 
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Honduras 

Like El Salvador, Honduras today faces one of the highest homicide rates in the 
international community. From 2012-2016, the capital, San Pedro Sula, was one of the top three 
most dangerous cities in the world. In 2011, the country of Honduras had an overall homicide 
rate of 85 per 100 thousand people. The rate has since fallen to 56.5 per 100,000, yet it remains 
significantly higher than the global average of 5.3.29 These high murder rates cause thousands of 
Honduran citizens to flee to the U.S. border each year. During the 2014 immigration crisis, from 
October 1, 2013 until May 31, 2014, 13,282 unaccompanied minors from Honduras arrived at 
the U.S. southern border.30 The conditions in Honduras that influence high homicide rates are a 
result of a century-long battle to gain financial independence that left the Honduran economy in 
an unstable condition. Today, a lack of economic development creates an environment suitable 
for violence. 

Honduras is often considered the original “banana republic”; throughout the twentieth 
century, U.S. fruit companies took full advantage of the country’s low economic development. 
Banana companies meddled in Honduran politics by bribing government officials in favor of 
lenient labor laws that catered to company demands, and gave permission to build ports and 
railroads.31 By 1914, banana companies held nearly a million acres of fertile land in Honduras.32

In 1954, the United States began to equip the Honduran military with the means to transform into 
a professional military. Washington later provided financial and technical assistance, including 
modern equipment and advanced training at the U.S. Army School of the Americas in the 
Panama Canal Zone. 

U.S. efforts to transform the military were successful; following a military coup in 1956, 
the armed forces became independent of the elected government in Honduras, which allowed it 
to control Honduran politics for the next 30 years with the support of the United States.33 Under 
the administrations of Jimmy Carter and Ronald Reagan, the U.S. took advantage of Honduras’ 
dependence on U.S. economic investments and utilized the country and its central location as an 
anti-communist tool. By the mid-1980s, the U.S. provided more than 3.5 million USD in military 
aid, which gave the military the capacity to patrol the border regions and confront the Sandinistas 
in Nicaragua and assist the Salvadoran military regime.34

Following the end of the Cold War and communist threats in neighboring countries, the 
U.S. no longer saw a need to continue providing military aid to Honduras. However, since the 
end of the Cold War, Honduras has still faced political unrest. Today, gang violence remains one 
of the largest barriers to development for Honduras and the cause for the country's high levels of 
violence. While Honduras did not have its own civil war, it served as a base for U.S intervention 
in several military invasions. As a result, Honduras felt the impacts of instability in other nearby 
states, and was unable to recover its economy from the impacts of banana companies. This 
history has created an environment in Honduras suitable for poverty and violence. Honduran 
citizens each year face the threat of death by gangs and are forced to pay extortion payments for 

29 The World Bank, “Intentional Homicides (per 100,000 People).” 
30 Krogstad and Gonzalez-Barrera, “Number of Latino Children Trying to Enter U.S. Nearly Doubles in Less Than a 
Year.” 
31 Dent, The Legacy of the Monroe Doctrine, 236. 
32 LaFeber, Inevitable Revolutions, 46 
33 Ibid, 239. 
34 LaFeber, Inevitable Revolutions, 264. 
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themselves or their loved ones, totaling $200 million USD each year.35 Under these conditions, 
many Hondurans see no other option but to flee to the U.S. border for protection. 

III. History and Flaws of U.S. Immigration Policy

In addition to U.S. military involvement in Central America, it is also critical to 
understand the trends in U.S. immigration policies and how they relate to the current 
immigration crisis. While its military and political interventions in Latin America have 
contributed to increased immigration from the region, the U.S. has a controversial history 
regarding immigration policy toward Hispanics. Throughout its history, the U.S. has frequently 
called upon Hispanic immigrants, particularly from Mexico, to fill labor shortages in times of 
economic prosperity, thus setting a precedent for migrants to come to the U.S. in search of work. 
Nonetheless, current and former U.S. border control policies do not reflect this economic 
dependence on immigrants for cheap labor. 

Hispanic immigrants have been arriving to the United States for the past century and a 
half due to labor shortages and surpluses in the U.S. economy. Mexican laborers have often acted 
as a “disposable labor force” to fill jobs in the United States when needed.36 When WWI 
presented the need for increased labor in the United States, Congress allowed entry into the U.S. 
for Mexican laborers under a temporary work program. The program extended until 1922, and 
was then re-visited when the U.S. entered into WWII. In 1942, the U.S. government 
implemented the Mexican Labor Program, also known as the Bracero Program, allowing 
Mexican workers to once again gain temporary legal status to fill labor shortages in the U.S.37

Temporary workers on the Bracero programs not only filled necessary labor gaps, but also 
contributed significantly to the U.S. economy. However, as soon as jobs were no longer available 
to them, Mexican migrants were treated with cruelty and intolerance. During the Great 
Depression, immigrants were blamed for economic hardships. Many were threatened out of their 
homes and jobs, and eventually were driven out of the country. Following WWII, even Mexican 
Americans who served in the armed forces were met with discrimination. Fallen soldiers were 
refused burials and veterans were often denied service in restaurants.38 

In 1952, the H-2 program under the McCarran-Walter Act was enacted as a follow-up to 
the Bracero Program, which allowed the Department of Labor to fill temporary jobs with foreign 
labor. Nonetheless, “Operation Wetback” in 1954 simultaneously created border control policies 
to prevent illegal immigration and deport immigrants already in the U.S. From 1954 to 1959, the 
operation deported 3.7 million Hispanics, including U.S. citizens of Hispanic descent, with only 
63,500 deported through formal proceedings.39 In 1986, under President Ronald Reagan, the 
U.S. passed the Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA), which gave legal status to 
immigrants who had been in the country since January of 1982. However, the policy also tried to 

35 Rocio Cara Labrador and Danielle Renwick, “Central America’s Violent Northern Triangle,” Council on Foreign 
Relations. June 26, 2018. Accessed October 16, 2018 https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/central-americas-violent- 
northern-triangle 
36 Carasco, “Latinos in the United States: Invitation and Exile,” 78. 
37 Ibid, 80-81. 
38 Ibid, 82. 
39 Ibid, 84-85. 
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discourage immigration by prohibiting employers from hiring undocumented immigrants without 
proof of residency.40

In more recent history, immigration policies have been no less unforgiving. Policies in 
the 1990s were created specifically to deter migrants from crossing the U.S. border by placing 
them directly in harm’s way. This border control strategy, known as “Prevention through 
Deterrence,” began by placing increased border security near popular border crossings, thus 
forcing migrants to look toward other routes.41 Many were forced to cross through the Sonoran 
Desert, one of the most remote and desolate places in the country. The idea behind this policy 
was that, faced with the dangers of the desert, migrants would be deterred from attempting a 
border crossing. However, the policy forced migrants to cross through dangerous conditions, 
often resulting in severe dehydration, injuries, and death. Many migrants also faced rape, assault, 
and theft from thugs and coyotes. The policy was successful in pushing migration from El Paso, 
though it did not decrease the number of attempts at crossing the border. The number of migrants 
caught by border patrol in the Tucson sector of Arizona increased from 92,639 people in 1993 to 
616,346 people in 2000. Further, from 2000 to 2014, nearly 3,000 bodies of immigrants were 
recovered in Southern Arizona, 800 of which were unidentified.42 

Contemporary Policies 
The varying policies throughout the twentieth century show how U.S. opinion toward 

immigration has constantly changed; some policies have encouraged immigration, while others 
have tried to deter it. Today, the Trump administration has taken a number of anti-immigration 
initiatives in response to immigration from Central America. Early in his presidential term, 
Trump ended Temporary Protected Status (TPS) for certain Central American countries, and 
attempted to eliminate Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA), which both provide 
legal protection to immigrants in the United States. In May of 2018, Trump enacted the Zero 
Tolerance Policy, which separated migrant children from their parents when they arrived at the 
border, in an effort to deter immigrants from attempting the cross. In the near future, nearly 
350,000 immigrants in the United States may lose legal status due to the termination of TPS, and 
as of June 2018, over 2,000 migrant children had been separated from their parents while 
attempting to cross the border.43

President Trump has also begun to enhance border security. The U.S. border currently is 
home to a partial border fence, security cameras, thermal sensors, x-rays, and over 20,000 border 
control agents.44 Nonetheless, President Trump has strained U.S.-Mexican relations by 
expressing his desire to construct a border wall for the sole purpose of keeping migrants out of 
the United States. The proposed border wall would cover approximately 1,000 miles of the U.S. 
Southern Border. Trump initially estimated the cost of the wall at 10-12 billion USD. The 
Department of Homeland Security later estimated approximately 22 billion USD.45 Trump has 
insisted Mexico will cover expenses for the wall, but the requests have gone unmet. Nonetheless, 

40 Karen Tumulty, “Why Immigration Reform Fell Short,” The Washington Post. February 3, 2013. Accessed 
October 19, 2018 https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/why-immigration-reform-fell- 
short/2013/02/03/fbb643aa-6be7-11e2-8740-9b58f43c191a_story.html?utm_term=.ec04b1f7cd40 
41 Jason de León, The Land of Open Graves: Living and Dying on the Migrant Trail. (Oakland, University of 
California Press, 2015): 31 
42 Ibid, 35. 
43 Labrador and Renwick, “Central America’s Violent Northern Triangle.” 
44 Aj Jazeera, “Trump’s Border Wall Explained,” March 30 2017. Accessed December 2018. 
https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/2017/03/mexico-border-wall-stake-170327135349790.html       
45 Ibid. 
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Trump has continued to advocate for harsher action against immigration, called on Mexico to 
stop Central Americans before they reach the U.S., and utilized the U.S. military for 
immigration-related issues. In October 2018, nearly 4,000 Hondurans left their country in a 
migrant “caravan” heading to the U.S. border. As the group traveled north, immigrants from El 
Salvador and Guatemala joined as well.46 In response, Trump ordered 5,000 U.S. troops to the 
Mexican border,47 who utilized tear gas against the first wave of the caravan that arrived in 
Tijuana Mexico. The caravan included children and migrants who had begun the process of 
applying for asylum in the United States.48 

Do Policies Work? 

Despite Trump’s increased attention to border security and immigration policies, many 
migrant families claim that they will not be deterred from attempting to make the journey across 
the border. It is a common belief that if the U.S. increases border control, creates harsher 
policies, and makes it more difficult and dangerous to cross the border, immigrants will be 
deterred from making the journey. However, this argument fails to consider conditions that exist 
in immigrants' home countries. Decades of economic dominance and political unrest have 
created environments suitable for poverty and violence relating to gangs and drug cartels. Gangs 
such as MS-13 and the 18th Street gang rule the streets of large cities like San Salvador and San 
Pedro Sula. Gang members abduct citizens and force them to pay taxes, ransom, or extortion 
payments to gang leaders. In total, extortion payments demanded by gang members in El 
Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras are equivalent to nearly 700,000 USD annually. El Salvador 
pays the highest amount, at roughly 400,000 USD per year.49 Those who cannot pay face death 
threats, or are forced to join the gangs themselves. The death of children in these countries is also 
not unusual, as authorities in San Pedro Sula claim they regularly receive bodies of children 
under 10 years-old.50 Citizens of the Northern Triangle, especially those living in poverty, may 
face three options: join a gang, be killed, or flee the country. For many families who cannot 
afford to pay ransom or extortion payments to gangs, the risk of staying is too great. Parents 
instead choose to send their children alone to the U.S. border, or they flee the country with their 
children in tow, regardless of any dangers that await them on the migrant trail, or threats at the 
U.S. border51

46 Kevin Sieff and Joshua Partlow, “How the Migrant Caravan Became so Big and why it Continues to Grow,” The 
Washington Post. October 23, 2018. Accessed October 24, 
2018.https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/the_americas/how-the-migrant-caravan-became-so-big-and-why-its- 
continuing-to-grow/2018/10/23/88abf1a6-d631-11e8-8384-bcc5492fef49_story.html?utm_term=.4790a8f7f336 
47 The Associated Press, “US to Cut Troops Along Mexico Border but Extend Deployment,” The New York Times. 
November 20, 2018. Accessed December 4, 2018. https://www.nytimes.com/aponline/2018/11/30/us/politics/ap-us- 
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Times. November 28, 2018. Accessed December 4, 2018. 
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Poor conditions that encourage migration from Central America are nothing new; 
immigrants have consistently chosen to migrate to the U.S. Border regardless of circumstances in 
the U.S. or U.S. immigration policies. A 1994 study in response to IRCA found little support that 
enforcement strategies are an effective deterrent to immigrants and that there was no association 
between the perceived threat of apprehension at the border and the decision to migrate.52 The 
study also found that while IRCA may have had an impact on the number of border crossing 
attempts in its first year of implementation, by year two the effects had worn off entirely.53 A 
2007 study analyzing border enforcement strategies since 1993 found similar results in response 
to Prevention through Deterrence measures. Researchers interviewed 603 returned or new 
migrants from Mexico and found that while 80 percent felt it was very dangerous to cross the 
border, and 72 percent were aware of increased border security, 51 percent claimed they were 
still planning an attempt to immigrate to the U.S.54 Therefore, the border control policies did not 
deter immigrants, but instead led them to utilize different, and often more dangerous, strategies 
to cross the border. 

Migrants frequently cross in hazardous areas of the border region, and are more likely to 
utilize coyotes, or illegal smugglers who charge thousands of dollars per migrant. Migrants have 
also had a high success rate; in the era of Prevention through Deterrence, 97 percent of migrants 
apprehended were eventually able to gain entry to the U.S.55 Current proposed border security 
strategies will likely yield very similar results, particularly President Trump’s wall. Currently, 
there is fencing covering 548 miles of the U.S. southern border. The fence was created through 
the Secure Fence Act, signed into law by President George W. Bush in 2006. The initial 
construction of the fence cost 2.3 billion USD.56 Despite the high cost, the fence did little to 
reduce immigration from Mexico and Central America; the act decreased the number of Mexican 
citizens living in the U.S. by .06 percent, while simultaneously decreasing U.S. GDP by 2.5 
billion USD due to losses of labor.57 At the same time, while the U.S. did see a decrease in 
immigrants from Mexico following the Secure Fence Act, immigration numbers from all other 
regions did not change, except in Central America, where the number of undocumented 
immigrants living in the U.S from the region increased from 1.5 million in 2007 to 1.9 million in 
2016.58 

While the U.S. continues to invest in high-tech border security and enact harsher 
immigration policies, the rate at which immigrants travel to the U.S. has continued to increase. 
Policies have failed to address the root causes of immigration, which include the demand for 
immigrant labor, the hope of economic security in the United States, and the desire to flee unsafe 
and poor socio-economic conditions. Because these problems are rooted in the history of 
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violence and civil wars in Central America and foreign labor practices with Mexico, they cannot 
be solved by increasing spending on technology and walls to secure the border, or creating 
policies that endanger the lives of migrants. President Trump’s current immigration and border 
control policies will most likely show a repeat in the trends of policies enacted prior to his 
administration, in that they will do little to prevent immigration, and will be waste of U.S efforts 
and resources. Instead, to decrease the number of immigrants attempting to cross the border, the 
U.S. should increase investment in development programs in Central America that focus on 
human development and the growth of human capital, such as education and job growth. 

IV. Human Development as a Response to Immigration

Several recent administrations have responded to the violence in Central America with 
economic policies. President George W. Bush established the Millennium Challenge Corporation 
and increased trade and free-market reforms. President Obama provided aid through the Central 
America Regional Security Initiative (CARSI), which aimed to help the region’s law 
enforcement, counter-narcotic groups, and justice systems. CARSI also aligned with the Inter- 
American Development Bank initiative, Alliance for Prosperity (A4P), which promoted 
commerce and security in the region.59 However, these policies all focused primarily on 
strengthening macro-economic relations and security rather than improving conditions for 
citizens that face violence daily on a micro level. A history of civil war and structural violence 
has a large negative impact on human capital in any state; countries that have experienced a 
recent civil war are much more likely to have populations living in extreme poverty below one 
dollar per day.60

While many development programs have historically aimed to improve physical 
infrastructure, such as roads, bridges etc., this cannot be the initial approach in regions like 
Central America’s Northern Triangle, where decades of violence created entire generations of 
citizens lacking the skills needed to pull themselves from extreme poverty. Instead of children 
going to school, or adults working formal sector jobs, citizens in these countries who cannot 
secure income flee their homes in search of better opportunities, or turn to other forms of 
security, such as gangs and cartels, which further exacerbates structural violence.61 Globally, 
crimes are committed disproportionately by young males with low access to education. This is 
especially true in the Northern Triangle region where male youth are frequently recruited into 
gangs, such as MS-13. Therefore, programs focused on human development, including 
education, health and job skills, are much more effective for creating social change, as they help 
to lower the opportunity cost of committing crimes.62 Each additional year spent in school 
increases income by ten percent, while healthy children are much more productive in school and 
therefore more likely to see increased wages and opportunities.63 These increased opportunities 
thus help to reduce crime long-term, and increase economic and political stability. 

59 Labrador and Renwick, “Central America’s Violent Northern Triangle.” 
60 Paul Collier, The Bottom Billion: Why the Poorest Countries are Failing and What Can be Done About it. (New 
York: Oxford University Press), 2007. p. 17 
61 Ibid, 21. 
62 Mauricio Rivera and Barbara Zarate-Tenorio, “Beyond Sticks and Stones: Human Capital Enhancement Efforts in 
Response to Violent Crimes in Latin America,” European Journal of Political Research 94. (August 2016): 535 
63 Jim Yong Kim, “The Human Capital Gap: Getting Governments to Invest in People,” Council on Foreign 
Relations 97, no. 4 (July/August 2018): 93-94 
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Human capital programs have helped to reduce poverty across the globe. Throughout the 
1990s, Ghana doubled its federal spending on education, which led to large improvements in 
primary school enrollment rates. By 2012, Ghana’s literacy rates had improved 64 percent, and 
poverty fell from 61 percent to 13 percent.64 Similarly, in Kenya, a 2015 study found that 
providing children with deworming medicine improved school attendance and raised wages in 
adulthood by up to 20 percent.65 Development programs prioritizing human capital have also 
been successful in other Latin American countries. Created in 1997, PROGRESA was a 
conditional cash transfer (CCT) program in Mexico that offered monetary compensation to 
families living in poverty in exchange for sending their children to school and seeking 
preventative care. Families were given more money for children in secondary school. During a 
pilot project for the program, secondary school enrollment increased by nearly ten percent for 
females and five percent for males.66

In Brazil, similar emphasis on social programs has helped to decrease extreme poverty 
levels. President Fernando Enrique Cardoso, who held office in Brazil from 1995 until 2003, was 
known for his programs for human development. During his presidency, he created the income 
transfer program “Bolsa-Escola” which provided monetary subsidies to families for enrolling 
their children in school and bringing them to health clinics. In total, the program reached 5 
million families across Brazil.67 He also improved the quality of education by enacting a 
program that increased salaries for teachers by half in the state of Alagoas, and hiring more 
teachers that were college graduates.68 His successor, Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva, continued 
Cardoso’s focus on social policies, and emphasized social deterioration as the cause of 
violence.69 By the end of Lula’s presidency in 2010, 20 million Bazillions had been lifted out of 
extreme poverty.70

Investment in human development does have certain disadvantages. Firstly, some human 
capital programs, such as those dedicated to education, may take years, or decades to show 
results. Therefore, politicians may lack incentives to support these policies. Further, governments 
attempting to transfer funds from tangible infrastructure programs to programs that cannot be 
easily measured may cause unease in populations that already have low rates of government 
trust. However, as more populations feel the need for social change, the more likely citizens are 
to demand these changes in their communities. In Peru, for example, in 2006, civil society 
groups that saw a need for improvements successfully led campaigns that pushed politicians to 
place health issues for children on policy agendas.71 

In El Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras, where unrest grows and citizens’ needs are 
continuously unmet, it is likely that human development programs will be met with optimism. As 
previously mentioned, nearly 4,000 Hondurans joined in a migrant caravan heading to the U.S. 

64 Ibid. 
65 Ibid, 93. 
66 Abhijit V. Nanerjee and Esther Duflo, Poor Economics: A Radical Rethinking of the Way to Fight Global Poverty, 
(New York: Public Affairs), 2011. p. 79 
67 The Economist, “Targeting the Poor,” August 14, 2003. December 5, 2018. https://www.economist.com/the- 
americas/2003/08/14/targeting-the-poor 
68 Ibid. 
69 Rivera and Zarate-Tenorio, “Beyond Sticks and Stones,” 537. 
70 Tom Phillips, “Lula Era Comes to an End in Brazil,” The Guardian. December 31, 2010. Accessed December 4, 
2018. https://www.theguardian.com/world/2010/dec/31/brazil-lula-era-ends 
71 Kim, “The Human Capital Gap,” 96-97. 
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border in the final months of 2018.72 Immigrants in the caravan cited various reasons for 
migrating. Some fled threats from MS-13 gang members, while others left in search of jobs that 
can help them fulfill basic needs of their children, such as food and clothing.73 Migrants who had 
reached the U.S. border in Tijuana were quoted saying that despite the troops at the border and 
tear gas attacks, they could not return to their home countries, as they were fleeing gang 
recruitment.74 Nearly all fled due to issues resulting from a lack of human development in their 
home countries. While President Trump threatened to militarize the southern border with Mexico 
in response to the caravan, the migrants continued their journey north, showcasing how their 
need for better opportunities outweighs any threat of border security.75

V. Conclusion

There are several arguments as to why immigration is beneficial for the United States, 
which include both cultural and economic reasons. In today’s globalized world, it is highly 
unlikely that any administration will be able to stop immigration from Central America entirely. 
Regardless, the current measures pursued by the Trump administration, the Department of 
Homeland Security, and other federal agencies, as shown throughout history, are not successful 
methods to limit or reduce immigration. The military and economic role the United States 
played in El Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras throughout the mid to late 1990s, combined 
with policies that encouraged foreign workers to immigrate to the U.S., have contributed to 
unstable environments of poverty and violence. For citizens living in these countries, the threat 
of border security and immigration policies is not enough to quell their desires to seek a better 
life across the southern border. To reduce the number of migrants arriving at the border, the U.S. 
should refocus efforts from border security and invest in programs that, in conjunction with local 
governments and international organizations, can improve the conditions for citizens of the 
Northern Triangle, thus reducing the need for migrants to seek better opportunities elsewhere. 

72 Kevin Sieff and Joshua Partlow, “How the Migrant Caravan Became so Big and why it Continues to Grow.” 
73 Danielle Volpe and Kirk Semple, “Voices from the Caravan: Why These Honduran Migrants are Heading North,” 
The New York Times. October 18, 2018. Accessed October 24, 2018. 
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/18/world/americas/honduras-migrant-caravan-voices.html?smid=tw- 
nytimes&smtyp=cur 
74 Maya Averbuch, and Elisabeth Malkin, “Migrants in Tijuana Run to U.S. Border, but Fall Back in Face of Tear 
Gas,” The New York Times. November 25, 2018. Accessed December 4, 2018. 
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/25/world/americas/tijuana-mexico-border.html 
75 Ibid. 
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A Litany of Violence in Lithuania: 

Understanding the Mass Death of Litvaks 

during the Holocaust 
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Abstract: This paper provides insight into why the Jewish population of Lithuania was nearly 
eliminated during the Holocaust. Lithuanian Jewry was a unique cohort of Jews during WWII 
relative to others who were scattered throughout Eastern and Western Europe; their wartime 
experience was appreciably brutal and violent, leading to the mass categorical destruction of 
95% of Lithuanian Jews. This paper uses theoretical approaches of political science to answer 
what explains the extensive elimination of Lithuania’s Jewish population. 

Key words: Holocaust, genocide, Lithuanian Jewry, Nazi violence, theoretical application and 
analysis 

Introduction 
Decades after the Second World War, the U.S. Justice Department’s Office of Special 

Investigations ruled to denaturalize and deport Jonas Stlemokas. The former Lithuanian 
commander was charged for perpetrating genocidal crimes against his Jewish countrymen 
because “their race, religion, and national origin” did not cohere with the Nazi ideal that he 
promoted.1 His involvement in the calamity that befell European Jewry was particular to the 
Ninth Fort, the site of the largest massacre of Lithuanian Jews that claimed nearly 10,000 lives in 
one day.2 Abba Kovner, a harbinger of the Jewish armed resistance, did not see the violence 
committed by Stlemokas and his platoon as an isolated act, but presumed it to be the prototype 
for killing every Jew in the Baltic state. He forecasted them as “fated to be the first in line” of 
Hitler’s trans-European extermination of Jews that took place between 1939 and 1945.3

* Hilary Miller is a senior at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. Her majors are political science and history and she will be
receiving a minor in Jewish studies. Her academic interests relate to Eastern European, Jewish and Israeli history along with
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1 Steve Feldman, “Passing Judgment: Judge orders local man deported for wartime activities,” Jewish Exponent, 30 
April 1998. 
2 Dov Levin, “How the Jewish Police in the Kovno Ghetto Saw Itself,” in David Cesarani, Holocaust: Critical 
Concepts in Historical Studies (London; New York: Routledge, 2004), 72. 
3 “The Vilna Ghetto Manifesto,” Facing History and Ourselves, accessed November 29, 2017, 
https://www.facinghistory.org/resource-library/resistance-during-holocaust/vilna-ghetto-manifesto. 
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Those in Lithuania faced agonizing conditions and tormented choices that mostly resulted in 
death; close to 95% of them perished during the war. What factors explain the all but total 
destruction of Lithuanian Jews during the Holocaust? Why was their communal death so 
extensive? 

There is no single reason for the near complete elimination of Lithuanian Jews during the 
Holocaust; myriad factors explain the degree to which the Nazi genocide obliterated them. 
Extermination procedures unique to Lithuania accelerated the Nazis’ killing process, which made 
for the rapid destruction of Jews in the Baltic state. Further, the perpetrators’ ideological 
detestation for communism and concomitant assumption that Lithuanian Jews were foremost 
supporters of the neighboring Soviet state motivated them to assuage the Jews’ perceived threat 
through extremely violent measures. Another palpable cause for the devastation of Jewish 
Lithuania was the intense involvement of local collaborators. These men acted on their own 
volition to provide Nazi authorities with knowledge and military might that aided in the killing 
of so many. These social and political dynamics contributed to the near communal extinction of 
Lithuanian Jews and worked in tandem to resolve the nation’s “Jewish Problem.” 

Background 

The Jews of Lithuania, historically known as Litvaks, were a unique people in their life 
and demise. They constituted the largest minority group in Lithuania and after centuries of 
intellectual, religious and cultural achievements. Lithuania also centered life and development 
for myriad groups that enriched its lingual, ethnic, religious, and national diversity; alongside 
Jewish civilians lived Poles, Belarusians, Slavs, and Tatars who claimed some form of national 
connection to the Baltic state for centuries.4 While these cleavages contributed to Lithuania’s 
unique demographic composition they also enhanced regional tensions long before World War 
II. Each group complicated civil relations by maligning one another with stereotypes and in-
group thinking. These attitudes were rife among Lithuanians who not only typecast Litvaks
according to classic, anti-Semitic Christian dogma but also eventually on Jews’ perceived
connection to Russian Bolshevism.5 Perpetrators of violence during World War II were
motivated to act on these perverted conceptions of Litvaks, which helps to explain the near total
elimination of Lithuania Jews.

Regional tensions emerged long before 1939. An early source came from the Russian 
Tsar in the late 18th century. Catherine the Great, who reigned between 1762 and 1796, harbored 
great territorial ambitions to annex Lithuania with the conviction that it was an East Slavic 
territory that rightfully belonged to the Russian empire; she progressively absorbed the Baltic 
state a few years into her tenure.6 This incorporation along with a litany of “Russification” 
policies exposed native Lithuanians to the Orthodox Church, the Russian language, and new 
educational and cultural institutions.7 Not only did the Tsar’s pervasive influence transform 
Lithuania’s boundaries but also its national identity and consciousness. Indelible to Lithuanians’ 
psyche was the belief that they were part of a nation caught in the interests and subject to rule of 

4 Paul A. Shapiro and Carl J. Rheins, “Foreword” (paper presented at United States Holocaust Memorial Museum 
Symposium on Lithuania and the Holocaust, Washington D.C., 2004), i. 
5 Mohan Rao, “’Scientific’ Racism: A Tangled Skein,” Economic and Political Weekly 38 no. 8 (2003): 698. 
6 Timothy Snyder, The Reconstruction of Nations: Poland, Ukraine, Lithuania, Belarus, 1569-1999 (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 2003), 25. 
7 Ibid, 26. 
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other state authorities. This sense of subjugation fomented at the turn of the 20th century when 
Lithuania became a heavily contested battleground between Europe’s two superpowers: 
Germany and Russia. Their military and ideological contest for supremacy constructed the 
milieu for the Litvaks’ eventual demise. 

After a series of transformations in government leadership and structure, Lithuania 
emerged as a newfound republic in the aftermath of World War I. They established  
independence from Germany, which had controlled Lithuania and surrounding polities during the 
War as part of its Ober Ost— a policy that enabled German paramilitary actors to occupy the 
Baltic region and rule over its population.8 Germany’s eventual loss of the territory engendered a 
feeling of resentment that ultimately motivated the Nazi’s to fight for the land against Soviet 
Russian forces. Since dismantling the Tsar in 1917, Russian revolutionaries endeavored to 
subsume Lithuania, despite the Baltic state’s nascent independence, under a staunch geopolitical 
campaign to spread Bolshevism throughout Eastern Europe. After succumbing to the Lithuanian- 
Soviet War in December of 1918, Lithuanians agreed to join the Soviet Union as a de jure 
independent polity.9 The longstanding dual presence of Germany and Russia in Lithuania 
influenced locals’ support for either authority, especially throughout the early 20th century when 
Lithuanians were forced to choose between Nazism or Bolshevism. In different ways, these 
paradigmatic ideologies emboldened Lithuanians’ already skewed perception of Jews that had 
long predated World War II and contextualize the near total elimination of Litvaks by 1945. 

On the eve of the Second World War, Lithuania was home to approximately 250,000 
Jews.10 After Operation Barbarossa in June of 1941, when Stalin relinquished the entire Baltic 
region to Hitler, Nazi forces immediately began the wholesale extermination of Lithuania’s 
Jews—the first victims of German mass violence after taking over the Soviet domain.11  Most 
did not live past the acute period of killing between July and November, during which more than 
80% of the Jewish population perished in either massacres or forced deportations.12 By 1945, the 
number of deaths inflated to around 200,000, leaving only 25,000 Jewish survivors to share the 
Litvak’s legacy and commemorate the litany of violence that attempted to extinguish them from 
history. These staggering numbers testify to how no other Jewish community in Europe was so 
extensively and comprehensively affected. The intensity and rapidity of violence against 
Lithuanian Jews began with a particular Nazi policy in 1941. 

Factor I: Aktionen Policy of Extermination 

Relative to Jews in other German-occupied territories, the Litvaks experienced a much 
quicker and more decisive process of killing because of their subjection to aktionen—the Nazi’s 
policy of systematic raids that indiscriminately arrested and killed Lithuanian Jews. These 
massive eruptions of violence quickly transformed into a deadly routine for the destruction of 
Litvak men, women, and children. After Operation Barbarossa in June 1941, a uniform procedure 
to destroy the Jews of Europe had yet to be finalized and implemented. It was crafted months 
later at the Wannsee Conference when Reinard Heydrich and other upper-echelon Nazis 

8 Robert Lewis Koehl, “A Prelude to Hitler’s Greater Germany,” American Historical Review 59 (1953): 59. 
9 Snyder, The Reconstruction of Nations, 59. 
10 Dina Porat, “The Holocaust in Lithuania: some unique aspects,” in The Final Solution: Origins and 
Implementation, ed. David Cesarani (London: Taylor and Francis, 1994), 160. 
11 Ibid., 159. 
12 Shapiro and Rheins, i. 
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designed the Final Solution, the systematic and coordinated plan to annihilate European Jewry.13

With no official policy to direct them, Nazi dispatches in Lithuania relied upon their own course 
of aktionen—a systematic, coordinated mode of violence nonetheless. Because of this brutal 
policy, most Jews in Lithuania were not placed in prisons or ghettos. By foregoing these 
preliminary stages that characterized Germany’s genocide in western, southern and central 
Europe, the Nazis accelerated the number of Litvak victims at an exponential rate within a 
limited timeframe. 

In his meticulous documentation of the war, Adolf Eichmann noted how the decisive 
majority of Lithuanian Jews were killed by aktionen before Heydrich’s policy took effect. His 
records show that 34,000 Litvaks, a mere fraction of the nation’s prewar communal population, 
were targets of the Final Solution.14 Even before the Nazi’s began mass deportations from the 
Baltic region to death camps in neighboring Poland, close to 90,000 Jews were already dead.15

Such points to the speed and gravity of those aktionen responsible for the erasure of 
predominantly Jewish districts like Rokiskis, Kedainiai and Zagare, as well as larger Jewish 
communities like in Vilna and Kovno.16

A particular aktion in Ponary pointedly shows how this policy quickly produced a grave 
outcome for the city’s Jews. Herman Kruk, a Jewish prisoner who documented multiple Nazi 
horrors, chronicled the brutal massacre that took place in the Ponary forest on September, 2 
1941. His anthology is a rare account, one of the few available, that articulates the lethal 
procession of violence that claimed approximately 3,700 Jewish lives in a matter of hours: 

They were taken from Lidzki Street to prison and from there to Ponar. On the spot, a group of Lithuanians, 
commanded by Germans, started shooting them with rifles. They were shot from behind as they walked. 
Some of them were told to sit on the edge of a ravine and were shot from behind. All the women and 
children were killed. When asked how many people might have been there, one of them replied several 
thousands…17

Kruk’s narrative testifies to the rapid, nonselective process of killing that unfolded under Nazi 
aktionen, and gives insight into the reality of Lithuanian Jews who quickly succumbed to this 
policy in droves after Hitler’s invasion. The inimical effect of this genocidal procedure emulates 
the litany of barbaric violence perpetrated against the Litvaks, and is a distinctive feature of their 
all but total extermination. Aside from pursuing this murderous policy, the Nazi assault on 
Lithuania’s Jewish community was motivated by an ideological battle for supremacy that drove 
Hitler and his fascist regime to eliminate Stalin’s base of Litvak support. 

13 Masha Greenbaum, The Jews of Lithuania: a History of Remarkable Community, 1316-1945 (Jerusalem: Gefen, 
1995), 311. 
14 Doris Bergen, War and Genocide: A Concise History of the Holocaust (Lanham: Rowman and Littlefield, 2009), 
211. 
15 Aya Ben-Naftali, “Collaboration and Resistance: The Ninth Fort as a Test Case,” in Collaboration and Resistance 
During the Holocaust: Belarus, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania ed. David Gaunt, Paul Levine and Laura Palosuo (Bern: 
Peter Lang Publishing, 2004) 370. 
16 Karen Sutton, The massacre of the Jews of Lithuania: Lithuanian collaboration in the final solution, 1941-1944 
(Jerusalem; New York: Gefen, 2008), 166. 
17 Herman Kruk, The Last Days of the Jerusalem: chronicles from the Vilna ghetto and the camps, 1939-1944 (New 
Haven: YIVO Institute for Jewish Research, 2002), 94. 
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Factor II: Ideological Contempt for Communism and Belief in Jewish-Bolshevism 

Nazi mass violence in Lithuania was rooted in Germany’s durable hatred for the Soviet 
Union, along with the myth that Jews were its greatest supporters. German resentment for Russia 
predated World War II, especially given how each European superpower contested over 
Lithuania. However, Anti-communist sentiment in Germany gained considerable potency with 
Hitler’s rise to power in the 1930s. His organic nationalism was rooted in the historical myth that 
communism was inspired and led by the Jews, who sought international domination from their 
beginning. This charged concept of “Jewish Bolshevism” was pervasive in postwar Germany.18

Central to their party platform, the Nazis vociferously rejected communism and demonized the 
Jews as parasitic “destroyers of culture” who supported the Soviet Union to Germany’s 
detriment during World War I. 19 Hitler used this conspiracy to justify Operation Barbarossa in a 
statement to the German people hours before the invasion: 

For more than two decades the Jewish Bolshevik regime in Moscow had tried to set fire not merely to 
Germany but to all of Europe…the Jewish Bolshevik rulers in Moscow have unswervingly undertaken to 
force their domination upon us and the other European nations… Now the time has come to confront the 
plot of the Anglo-Saxon Jewish war-mongers and the equally Jewish rulers of the Bolshevik centre in 
Moscow.20

Hitler’s antipathetic portrayal of the Jews as communists contextualizes the degree of Germany’s 
ideological conflict with the Soviets and reveals the widespread belief that Jews were wedded to 
the Soviet Union. This Jewish-Bolshevik conflation was not entirely irrational given that Jews, 
particularly in Lithuania, supported Stalin before Operation Barbarossa. 

When the Soviets annexed Lithuania in 1939, after agreeing to the Molotov-Ribbentrop 
Pact with Germany, most Jews were receptive to the new regime. In numerous Lithuanian towns, 
Jews greeted the entrance of Soviet troops in the full knowledge that life under Stalin would be 
far better than occupation by Hitler, who heralded the obliteration of the “Jewish contamination” 
of Europe—Lithuania included.21 Not only did Litvaks feel more secure under Soviet authority 
but they favored the new social reality it provided. The regime’s “Sovietization” of the Baltic 
state restructured virtually every social, educational, political and economic institution in the 
country.22 This national overhaul gave Jews ample opportunity to express their leftist orientation 
in the new social and political milieu of the Soviet Lithuanian regime. To be sure, the Jews did 
not respond uniformly to the Soviet takeover. Some were ambivalent while others rejected Stalin 
and his politics altogether.23 However, Litvaks’ overwhelming support for the new ruling 
authority was enough to eventually persuade Nazi invaders to launch a campaign of mass 
violence against them after June 1941. 

18 Ian Kershaw, Hitler 1889-1936: Hubris (London: Penguin Random House, 1999), 257. 
19 Scott Straus, “Holocaust Lecture One: Rise of Nazi Party, 1918-1938,” (lecture, The Comparative Study of 
Genocide, University of Wisconsin-Madison, October 16, 2017). 
20 “The Fuhrer to the German People: 22 June 1941,” German Propaganda Archive, accessed December 4, 2017. 
http://research.calvin.edu/german-propaganda-archive/hitler4.htm. 
21 David Irving, The War Path: Hitler’s Germany, 1933-1939 (London: Macmillan Publishers, 1978), xxi. 
22 Michael MacQueen, “The Context of Mass Destruction: Agents and Prerequisites of the Holocaust in Lithuania,” 
Holocaust and Genocide Studies 12 (1998): 32 
23 Ibid., 33. 
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A considerable amount of Jews participated in the communist political sphere under 
Soviet rule, reinforcing the Germans’ eventual impulse to eliminate the Jewish-Bolshevik threat. 
Though a marginal presence, Litvaks composed 16.5% of members in the Lithuanian Communist 
Party, granting them more influence than they enjoyed under the previous Smetona 
government.24 The Jews also had a similar level of engagement in the Komosol, the state’s 
Communist Youth League. While these figures are small, they provoked enough apprehension 
for Nazis to charge the Soviet Lithuanian regime as a “Jewish Government.”25 The Germans’ 
miscalculation of actual Jewish political prowess in Lithuania bred their increasing sense of 
alarm which amplified in the context of ensuing war, at home and abroad. Their insecurity, 
derived from a steadfast hatred for communism, advanced the Nazi’s pursuit: to destroy 
communism and Judaism altogether. Also culpable were Lithuanian collaborators who zealously 
set out to expunge the Jewish people from Lithuania’s collective conscience. 

Factor III: Intense Involvement of Local Collaborators 

Killing between half and two-thirds of their Jewish countrymen, Lithuanian locals played 
a dominant role in the mass extermination of Litvaks. They willingly and enthusiastically 
participated in the post-Bolshevik purge of Jews. Days after the Soviet retreat in 1941, these men 
allied with German forces because of their shared perception that Jewry and Bolshevism were an 
indivisible entity that they needed to destroy.26 To be sure, not all Lithuanians were perpetrators, 
just as not all Jews were communists. However, locals who did support Hitler became extremely 
important actors after Nazi officials organized them into paramilitary forces that organized to 
murder Jews. In these new positions of power, locals instigated a national “self-cleansing” of 
Litvaks, a retributive act for Jews’ longstanding pro-Soviet orientation.27 Their widespread, 
coordinated effort enabled an escalatory process of violence that oppressed, terrorized and 
ultimately destroyed Lithuania’s Jewish population. 

Under the auspice of German authority, locals created conditions that barred continued 
Jewish existence in Lithuania. They aided in aktionen, particularly by helping Nazi officers to 
identify and round up targets in various towns throughout the country. With their considerable 
local knowledge, collaborators disseminated flyers and propagated messages that called upon 
other Lithuanian nationals to seize and destroy Jewish property.28 Such cruelty came to fruition 
in, what Kovner termed, the Kalendar fun Groil— “the calendar of horrors.” 29 During this 
ruthless interval of violence, local men routinely massacred and shot hundreds, sometimes even 
thousands, of Jews each day.30 Their disposition to violence and capacity to kill en masse reveals 
how local actors markedly expanded the death toll of Jewish Lithuanians, and emulates their 
ardent commitment to eliminate the Bolshevik-Jewish threat. 

Theoretically, these were ordinary men: volunteers, academics, civil servants, and 
former officials in the Lithuanian Army were key actors in their auxiliary force. 31 However, the 

24 Ibid. 
25 John Mazionis, “Report by US Embassy in Moscow,” Journal of Baltic Studies 2 (1995): 151. 
26 Porat, “The Holocaust in Lithuania,” 10. 
27 MacQueen, “Context of Mass Destruction,” 35. 
28 Dina Porat, The Fall of a Sparrow: The Life and Times of Abba Kovner (Palo Alto: Stanford University Press, 
2009), 43. 
29 Ibid., 45. 
30 Ibid. 
31 Ben-Naftali, “Collaboration and Resistance,” 375. 
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banality of their demographic profile ran counter to the brutality of their zealous participation in 
the Labour National Guard, the destructive cohort of 20,000 locals with “nationalist-rightist and 
anti-Soviet” affiliation.32 After the Nazis assembled them into twenty battalions, Guard 
dispatches earned a notorious repute for launching merciless attacks against their Jewish 
compatriots. 33 In a matter of months, they collectively liquidated 220 Jewish shtetls across the 
Baltic state by interrogating, rounding up, assaulting and ultimately slaughtering scores of Jewish 
civilians.34 

This systematic mode of violence was the standardized means of killing during the Great 
Aktion, remembered as the largest murder of Lithuanian Jews during the Holocaust. On October 
29, 1941, thousands from Kovno, a historically renowned center for Jewish learning, were 
abruptly deported to the city’s nearby Ninth Fort killing pit. With consent from Germans in 
Einsatzgruppe A, a special deployment of Nazi security and intelligence officials in the Baltic 
region, Lithuanians carried out a series of implacable shootings.35 Decades before being brought 
to justice, Jonas Stlemokas was among those locals at the Ninth Fort who slaughtered what 
would total 10,000 Jews by the day’s end. His fellow platoon commander recalled the horrific 
episode in his postwar trial: 

The volunteers went to shoot and liquidate the Jews and later surrounded the trenches so that the 
condemned could not run away. Another group drove the Jews from the fort to the trenches. The shooting 
continued from 8:00 o’clock in the morning until 8:00 in the evening. We took the clothes of those killed to 
the am, where we divided them up among ourselves. I got one coat, a towel, a hat, and one pair of socks.36

By giving no explicit mention of violence carried out by Germans, this testimony reflects how 
locals deliberately chose to participate in the national extermination of Jews. Their volunteerism 
was not unique to the Ninth Fort massacre, and neither was their acquisition of goods and 
property after killing Jewish victims. With this incentive, along with a profound skepticism for 
the communist Jew, Lithuanian collaborators were disposed to enthusiastically kill and do so 
with haste. These dynamics explain their particular involvement in the Nazi’s genocidal 
campaign that contributed to the 95% destruction of Lithuanian Jews. 

Despite being crucial to the astronomical level of Jewish death in Lithuania, local 
participation does not entirely explain the destruction of Litvaks. Only 23,000 of approximately 
2.4 million Lithuanians took part in the massacres.37 Around 1,000 Lithuanians sheltered Jews 
while the rest of the population remained either apathetic or aggravated the misery of Litvaks in 
less ways than killing. Further, Lithuania did not have a tradition of anti-Jewish pogroms that 
marred most of Eastern Europe throughout the 19th and early 20th century.38 These considerations 
are not to diminish the actual impact of Lithuanian brutality during the Holocaust, but provide 
nuance to the presumption that Lithuanian collaborators were the only tool of Jews’ destruction. 
While a lethal force, these men were a product of an incredibly complex milieu in which 
ideological, political and social elements coalesced to exterminate the Jews of Lithuania. 

32 Porat, “The Holocaust in Lithuania,” 162. 
33 Porat, The Fall of a Sparrow, 59. 
34 Mark Levene, Annihilation: Volume II: The European Rimlands 1939-1953 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2016), 192. 
35 MacQueen, “Context of Mass Destruction,” 35. 
36 Ben-Naftali, “Collaboration and Resistance,” 377. 
37 Sutton, Massacre of the Jews of Lithuania, 209. 
38 Porat, “The Holocaust in Lithuania,” 166. 
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Conclusion 
A constellation of factors enabled the capacious and quick demise of Jewish Lithuania. 

Barbaric Nazi raids and massacres executed most of the nation’s Jewish population by the end of 
1941, months before the Final Solution took effect in the Baltic region. Their aktionen policy 
was unique to the genocide in Lithuania, responsible for killing a third of Litvaks in a short 
period of time after Operation Barbarossa. As a means to rationalize this intensive policy of 
violence, the Nazi’s relied upon an unabashed disdain for communism and the related notion that 
Jews were its foremost supporters. By conflating Jews with the Bolshevik enemy, Nazi’s saw a 
need to rapidly and decisively obliterate the perceived critical threat that Litvaks posed to their 
military and political apparatus. Seemingly trite Lithuanians were also alarmed by the Jewish 
presence in their country. With oversight from German authorities, local collaborators willingly 
joined civil military organizations to eliminate their Jewish neighbors, shopkeepers, teachers and 
doctors. Their knowledge, network and overall agency engendered a pernicious force that raided, 
brutalized, and killed nearly 100,000 Jews—half of Lithuania’s prewar Litvak community. 

The synthesis of these social, political and military dynamics help to explain the all but 
total demise of Lithuanian Jewry. Not only was the sheer magnitude of death a tragedy, but also 
the scant number of survivors who lived to share the horror. With so few to commemorate the 
Lithuanian calamity, there is a greater dependency on criminal justice proceedings to provide 
first-person accounts of the violence. Cases that prosecute offenders like Jonas Stlemokas give 
insight into the dismal fate of 200,000 men, women and children who were targets of genocide, 
merely because they were Jewish. With Stlemokas’ portrayal of the past, and others like it, one 
can only attempt to conceive the destitution and destruction of Litvaks who, as Abba Kovner 
correctly surmised, went “like sheep to the slaughter” after June 1941.39 

39 “The Vilna Ghetto Manifesto” 
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Terrorizing Schooling: The Evolving 

Education Politics of Boko Haram 

Alexander Peeples 

Abstract: Boko Haram is the most notorious African terrorist organization of the 21st century. 
However, the roots of its violence are widely misunderstood and require a deeper, more cross-
disciplinary analysis. What emerges from a more historicized interrogation of the group’s 
evolution is that a complicated politics of education has undergirded the organization since its 
creation. Whereas military confrontation has been viewed as the central antidote to Boko 
Haram, a more appropriate response would instead focus on greater educational opportunity 
and income equality in Northern Nigeria. Only by dismantling the historical inequities of 
colonialism and post-colonial injustice can a nonviolent path be paved for Borno state. 

Introduction 

In the last decade, and especially since the 2010 ascension of Abubakar Shekau, Boko 
Haram has captured global attention in a way that no other African terrorist organization has 
since American military involvement in Somalia during the early 1990s.12 This is even more 
surprising given the domestic emphasis of Boko Haram, which has consistently focused its 
efforts in northern Nigeria. Viewed this way, the now infamous April 2014 kidnapping of 276 
schoolgirls from the town of Chibok is less surprising as an act of terror than as a catalyzing 
object of external concern for the lives of sub-Saharan Africans from a surprising range of 
figures, ranging from Michelle Obama to Mel Gibson, all protesting Boko Haram’s actions.3 
However, neither the pressure exerted by American celebrities nor the 1.2 million USD the 
Nigerian government spent on retaining a Washington, D.C. public relations firm to handle the 
international fallout of the kidnappings seem likely to meaningfully hinder Boko Haram or the 
thousands of people it has killed and displaced.4  

 Like other radical Salafist groups across the globe, Boko Haram has justified its violence 
as a campaign against Western influence and insufficiently rigorous Islamic practice by local 
Muslims. Similarly, while Nigerian military forces have pushed Boko Haram back from their 
2014 heights when it seemed possible that they might take the Borno state capital of Maiduguri, 
they have failed to defeat the organization or even push it out of Borno despite President 

1 Reinert, Manuel, and Lou Garçon. "Boko Haram: A chronology." Islamism, politics, security and the state in 
Nigeria (2014): 237. 
2 Mermin, Jonathan. "Television news and American intervention in Somalia: The myth of a media-driven foreign 
policy." Political science quarterly 112, no. 3 (1997): 385-403. 
3 Alexander Smith, "Nigeria's Chibok Girls: Boko Haram Holds Thousands of Other Abductees," NBCNews.com, 
May 08, 2017, , https://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/missing-nigeria-schoolgirls/nigeria-s-chibok-girls-boko-haram-
holds-thousands-other-abductees-n756186 
4 Megan R. Wilso, "Nigeria hires PR for Boko Haram fallout," TheHill, February 04, 2016, 2017, 
http://thehill.com/business-a-lobbying/210635-nigeria-hires-pr-for-boko-haram-fallout. 
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Buhari’s assertions of a “technical” victory.5  Effectively combating Boko Haram, or the Islamic 
State in West Africa as it renamed itself in 2015, requires understanding terrorism and counter 
terrorist efforts as more than competing military campaigns.6 Responding to the ideological and 
social roots of Boko Haram is just as important. This includes understanding and responding to 
Boko Haram’s relationship with education. In this context, education serves as a historical form 
of social separation, a fundamental right that is under attack, and a possible vector for counter-
terrorism efforts. This paper will attempt to illuminate the importance of education politics in 
Boko Haram’s ideological history, ongoing destruction, and possible defeat.   

The Context of Boko Haram 

To understand the importance of Boko Haram, it is first important to understand the 
context in which Boko Haram exists. Politically, Boko Haram is to some extent a representation 
of the paradoxical ideological flexibility of modern Salafism, far right modern Islamist 
ideology.7  This changing status can be seen both its operation and its ideology, as its 
international alliances have shifted from al-Qaeda to ISIS and its stated religious aims often veer 
into incoherence.8 Geographically, while Boko Haram has attacked and established bases in a 
number of West African countries, it is primarily a Nigerian terror organization. Its ventures into 
territory in Niger, Chad, and Cameroon have primarily been strategic retreats from the Nigerian 
army rather than targeted and systematic campaigns.9 This is not to deny that Boko Haram’s 
work has been internationally devastating, or that the troops combatting it represent a regional 
coalition, but simply to note that Boko Haram’s primary aims, camps, and targets are all 
Nigerian.10  This is an important distinction because the problems that have allowed Boko 
Haram to flourish, especially education, are in a sense distinctly Nigerian. 

As a regional power, Nigeria is notable for being the largest African economy north of 
the Sahara as well as being the most populated African country. Internationally, its domestic 
politics are often perceived as simply ethnic conflicts or religious squabbles. This makes some 
intuitive sense, given that over 400 ethnic groups reside in Nigeria, and that the country is 
traditionally bifurcated between the Muslim North and Christian South.11 However, such 
analysis, while popular, is often deeply simplistic and allows for Nigeria’s problems to be 
dismissed as intractable. Other important factors include the fact that the country’s political past 
has been characterized by a revolving series of coups and military juntas.12 This has been 
enabled by an extractive petroleum-based economy, which fuels a deeply unequal economy 
where the poor receive little compensation or environmental protection and the rich grow 
extravagantly wealthy.13 These more material realities have played as large a role, if not a 

5 "Nigeria Boko Haram: Militants 'technically defeated' - Buhari," BBC News, December 24, 2015 , accessed 
December 3, 2017, http://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-35173618. 
6 Pham, J. Peter. "Boko Haram's evolving threat." Africa security briefs 20 (2012): 1 
7 Egerton, Frazer. Jihad in the West: The Rise of Militant Salafism. Cambridge University Press, 2011. 
8 Karmon, Ely. "Islamic State and al-Qaeda Competing for Hearts & Minds." Perspectives on Terrorism 9, no. 2 
(2015): 71-79. 
9 Comolli, Virginia. Boko Haram: Nigeria's islamist insurgency. Oxford University Press, 2015 
10 Comolli, Virginia. Boko Haram: Nigeria's islamist insurgency. Oxford University Press, 2015 
11 Salawu, Beshiru. "Ethno-religious conflicts in Nigeria: Causal analysis and proposals for new management 
strategies." European journal of social sciences 13, no. 3 (2010): 345-353. 
12 Agbese, Pita Ogaba. "WITH FINGERS ON THE TRIGGER: THE MILITARY AS A CUSTODIAN OF 
DEMOCRACY IN NIGERIA." Journal of Third World Studies 9, no. 2 (1992): 220. 
13 Collier, Paul. Oil and inequality in rural Nigeria. Rural Employment Policy Research Programme. 1981. 
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significantly larger one, than any sectarian differences, and are not as easily waved away as 
inevitable problems of diversity.  

The Limitations of Military Analysis for Understanding Boko Haram 

To some extent, a military lens is helpful for understanding the scope of Boko Harams’ 
destruction. Certainly, numbers like the fact that over 5,000 Nigerian Catholics alone were killed 
by Boko Haram before 2015 help demonstrate the sheer scale of the threat.14 Similarly, explicitly 
combat-oriented metrics, like whether or not the organization controls key cities like Bama or 
Gwoza, are important.15 However, relying on a simple laundry list of campaign defeats and 
damages is not a substitute for analysis. In terms of successful control of territory, Boko Haram 
has likely peaked, but that singular military objective does not directly relate to their ongoing 
ability to do harm. So far in 2018, for example, Boko Haram was still able to launch dozens of 
attacks, including kidnapping over 100 schoolgirls in a single instance, while the government 
spends hundreds of millions of USD to fight them.16 Further, a combat-oriented approach does 
not take into account the damage the rampant brutality and violence that civilians face from 
police and the army in the nominal fight against terrorism.17 Finally, and probably most 
importantly, any militarized approach treats terrorism as simply an exercise in force. As such, it 
lacks the nuance and political acuity to address the systemic issues from which terrorist groups 
might draw supporters. A more expansive and historically grounded approach allows for deeper 
insights and more effective changes. 

The Meaning of “Boko Haram” 

Terrorist groups do not spontaneously appear, and for Boko Haram part of the socially 
fertile ground that spawned the group was existing cultural, financial, and pedagogical 
frustrations with Nigeria’s education system. These frustrations include concern about the lack of 
success the education system has had in creating an equitable economy in Nigeria and the 
perceptions that cultural imperialism is implicit in the Nigerian curriculum. The complexity of 
this concern about education as a form of cultural imperialism can even be seen in the etymology 
of Boko Haram itself. Boko Haram’s formal name is currently the Islamic State in West Africa 
and used to be Jama’atu Ahlus-Sunnah Lidda’Awati Wal Jiha, in line with the naming 
conventions of other West African Salafist groups.18 However, they have always been 
colloquially known as Boko Haram. Haram is a common Arabic word meaning forbidden, but 
Boko is a Hausa word with a slightly more complicated background.19 Often translated as 
“Western Education”, or even more erroneously understood as a derivation of the English word 
book, in European and American media, in this context Boko most accurately translates as 
Western Civilization and represents the perceived coercive spread of Westernized knowledge 

14 Lodge, Carey. "Nigeria: at least 5,000 Catholics killed by Boko Haram", Christian Today, 13 May 2015. 
15 Weeraratne, Suranjan. "Theorizing the expansion of the Boko Haram insurgency in Nigeria." Terrorism and 
political violence29, no. 4 (2017): 610-634. 
16 Marho, Precious. "We must not fail the stolen Dapchi girls." Eureka Street 28, no. 5 (2018): 37. 
17 Agbiboa, Daniel E. "Peace at Daggers Drawn? Boko Haram and the state of emergency in Nigeria." Studies in 
Conflict & Terrorism 37, no. 1 (2014): 41-67. 
18 Newman, Paul (2013) The Etymology of Hausa boko. http://www.megatchad.net/publications/Newman-2013-
Etymology-of-Hausa-boko.pdf 
19 Ibid. 
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systems and Western civilization within Nigeria.20  Even this translation fails to capture the 
evolution of the word Boko, originally meaning sham, as a pejorative description for the 
translation of Hausa into a Roman script and the rejection of traditional Islamic schools by the 
British.21 In this sense “Boko Haram” is meant to convey that that the spread of western practice, 
including schooling, is forbidden. As such, a central part of Boko Haram’s thesis is that Nigeria’s 
education system insufficiently embraces Islam while catering to western needs and values. 
Education here is not the entire story, but remains an important cornerstone. 

A History of Educational Failure 

These etiological roots are just one manifestation of broader history of Nigerian 
frustration with education, both as religiously insufficient and practically underperforming, that 
helped create the popularity of Boko Haram. This is not to universally dismiss the Nigerian 
education system, but to locate it in a history of cultural and economic exploitation. Across sub-
Saharan Africa colonial governments declined to create universal education systems. This was 
particularly true of the British, who did not endeavor to create the same expansive civil states 
necessary for localized control that the French or Portuguese did.22 However, they did set up a 
basic framework of education and the disparities between the Northern and Southern regions 
from that era still reverberate.  Starting as early as 1842, Christian missionaries created formal 
primary schools in the Southern part of Nigeria, which has a distinct cultural and historical 
heritage from the North, in order to improve the power of their proselytizing, spreading literacy 
and more technical knowledge as an almost accidental afterthought.23 In the North, traditional 
Qur’anic schools remained dominant and defined knowledge as necessarily founded in Islam.   

Even when the Northern and Southern protectorates were merged into a single territory in 
1914, these early Western educational structures did not permeate the North.24 There they were 
explicitly restricted in order to appease Northern Islamic leaders, in particular the Caliph of 
Sokoto, who understandably saw missionary education and schools ideologically descendent 
from missionary education as culturally intrusive.25 When a federal education system was 
introduced to the state, most of the funding went to the Western-oriented schools in the South, 
while the existing tradition of Qur’anic schools, which had existed in the South but were 
primarily located in the North, were tolerated for political reasons but denied funding given their 
divergent curricula that ignored the British’s workforce-oriented goals.26 The newly formalized 
Western education was used by the British to create a basic network of civil servants, and largely 
ignored existing cultural traditions, often alienating those who attended the schools from their 
own communities. 27 Through the beginning of independence, the gaps between the North and 
South in attainment of Western education and, just as crucially, interest in Western education, 

20 Ibid. 
21 Newman. 
22 Clignet, Remi P., and Philip J. Foster. "French and British colonial education in Africa." Comparative Education 
Review8, no. 2 (1964): 191-198. 
23 Imam, Hauwa. "Educational policy in Nigeria from the colonial era to the post-independence period." Italian 
Journal of sociology of education 4, no. 1 (2012). 
24 Ibid. 
25 Ibid. 
26 Ibid. 
27 Afigbo, Adiele E. "The Consolidation of British imperial administration in Nigeria: 1900-1918." Civilisations 21, 
no. 4 (1971): 436-459. 
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continued to grow. By 1957, both the Eastern and Western Southern regions had introduced early 
attempts at Universal Primary Education, but in the North parents saw little reason to send their 
children to the Western schools, preferring instead to have them work or attend Qu’ranic 
schools.28  

In the years following independence, which was achieved in 1960, education practices 
were effectively the same as they had been before, though there was greater criticism of the 
failure of the education system to be culturally responsive and to give Nigerians the skills they 
wanted.29 Major shifts occurred in 1969 when the government established federal accountability 
and authority for the entire education system, and in 1976 the government launched Universal 
Primary Education (UPE) in order to make Western primary education free and accessible, 
though importantly not compulsory, for all Nigerians.30 Qur’anic schools remained popular in 
the North, and by 1981, due to falling oil revenue, the government rolled back UPE and tried to 
offload education expenses onto state and local governments. Despite the passage of universal 
basic education (UBE) in 1999, meant as a replacement for UPE, a funded, compulsory, and 
universal primary education system was not passed until 2004.31 Even now the Nigerian literacy 
rate hovers near 51.1%, and significant criticism exists about the actual scope and quality of 
Western education.32 In contrast, throughout independence, Qur’anic schools have remained 
popular, particularly in the North, and still largely ignore the workforce and English literacy-
oriented education of the primary education system. While there are certainly students in the 
South who attend Qur’anic schools, and government schools exist throughout the North, there 
still remains a large gap in where Southern and Northern students get their education. 

Systems of Inequality 

As the education system has continued to both develop and struggle after independence, 
Nigeria has experienced a variety of regime changes and coups, almost all of which have resulted 
in a deeply unequal economy. Despite the fact the fact that education in Nigeria has always been 
rooted in creating members of a workforce that could satisfy the foreign, particularly Western, 
need for commodities like oil, up to 21.5% of Nigerian youths were unemployed as of 2016.33 
While education was successful at culturally normalizing and spreading what might be called 
westernization by some—everything from financial markets and consumer goods to secular 
laws—it has not succeeded at fulfilling a promise of universal empowerment. When there has 
been economic growth, it has been divided in deeply unequal ways. Between 2004 and 2010 
alone, the number of people living in poverty in Nigeria rose from 69 million to 112 million, 
despite the fact that GDP grew by 7% and the number of millionaires in the country increased by 
44%.34 This inequality is both regionally amplified and gendered. The North is not universally 

28 Imam. 
29 Weaver, Edward K. "What Nigerian Independence Means." Phylon (1960-) 22, no. 2 (1961): 146-159 
30 Imam. 
31 Ibid. 
32 "Statistics for Nigeria." UNICEF. December 27, 2013. Accessed December 2, 2017. 
https://www.unicef.org/infobycountry/nigeria_statistics.html. 
33 "Nigeria: extreme inequality in numbers." Nigeria: extreme inequality in numbers | Oxfam International. Accessed 
December 1, 2017. https://www.oxfam.org/en/even-it-nigeria/nigeria-extreme-inequality-numbers. 
34 Emmanuel Akinwotu, "'Shameful' Nigeria: a country that doesn't care about inequality," The Guardian, July 18, 
2017, https://www.theguardian.com/inequality/2017/jul/18/shameful-nigeria-doesnt-care-about-inequality-
corruption. 
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poor, and claims that the disparity is the result of ethnic tension should be met with skepticism, 
but the North is both poorer and significantly less educated than the South, on top of already 
dealing with massive internal inequality.35 Borno, the state in which Boko Haram has been most 
active, has a literacy rate as low as 14.5%, and as much as 74% of the population lives in deep 
poverty.36 This economic inequality is reflected back into education, as the children of the elite 
are often able to attend expensive Western universities, like Cambridge or Harvard, while 
millions lack the ability to read.37 

These modern disparities and historical antecedents in education serve as powerful tools 
in partially explaining the rise of Boko Haram and validating aspects of their ideological 
critiques. Since Boko Haram’s inception, it has claimed that the government’s system of formal 
education reflects western indoctrination and ignores the importance and precedence of Islam. 
This taps into an existing tradition in Northern Nigeria, where education has been consistently 
viewed as Western ideological imperialism and an act of cultural and religious erasure. Given the 
facts that the Nigerian education system has been the cumulative development of a system 
originally intended to enable British resource exploitation, started as a Christian project, and has 
been a part of spreading cultural Western values, this has a degree of historical validity. 
Similarly, while the Nigerian curriculum allows for some religious instruction, there are limited 
options for similar classes in secondary education. Qur’anic schools are available, but they do 
not teach any of the public education curriculum, which risks alienating students from the 
general populace further. Without the desired workforce skills, many of those with high levels of 
Qu’aranic instruction become only more disillusioned from the Nigerian state as they both 
engage in a form of separation from the government system and in training that forgoes 
workforce-oriented skills.38 This all plays into a broader disillusionment felt by many poor 
Nigerians after decades of broken promises from the government. These particularly overlapping 
populations in North Nigeria, where individuals are significantly more likely to question the 
Westernization of the state, lack education, and face poverty, creates an unsurprising resentment 
that provides both recruits and supporters for Salafist movements, a textual literalist strain of 
Islam that expects stringent practice across the faith. They have long existed in the area, and 
while for the most part their critique of complaints have been nonviolent and civil, they provided 
a fertile ground for the development of Boko Haram’s more violent interpretations. 39 

Moving Beyond Boko Haram 

However, despite the legitimacy of part of Boko Haram’s historical analysis, and the 
validity of frustration and disgust with the inequality and corruption allowed by the Nigerian 
state, the response and ideal world they posit can only serve to exacerbate Nigeria’s worst 
problems. The death and destruction caused by Boko Haram is perhaps reason enough to 
disregard their entire ideological framework, but even further the way in which Boko Haram has 
conceptualized what education should be implemented, as part of their imagined West Africa 

35 Umar, Habibu Mohammed, Russayani Ismail, and Roslan Abdul-Hakim. "Regional Inequality of Educational 
Attainment in Nigeria." British Journal of Economics, Management and Trade 4, no. 3 (2014): 420-30. 
36 Suleiman, Mohammed Nuruddeen, and Mohammed Aminul Karim. "Cycle of bad governance and corruption: 
The rise of Boko Haram in Nigeria." SAGE Open 5, no. 1 (2015): 2158244015576053. 
37 Maxwell, Claire, and Peter Aggleton, eds. Elite education: international perspectives. Routledge, 2015. 
38 Umar, Muhammad Sani. "The popular discourses of Salafi radicalism and Salafi counter-radicalism in Nigeria: a 
case study of Boko Haram." Journal of Religion in Africa 42, no. 2 (2012): 118-144 
39 Ibid. 
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Islamic State, only further exacerbates the social injustices that provide the basis for Northern 
Nigeria’s problems.40 This starts with their argument that Western education should be 
forbidden, rather than molded to fit the needs of Muslim Northern Nigerians or integrated into 
Qur’anic instruction to make graduates more employable while still grounding them in religious 
instruction. Here, they differ from the larger Nigerian Salafist movement’s most prominent 
leaders, like Ja’afar Mahmud Adam, who argue that western education is compatible with 
religious teaching and often a boon.41  

The position Boko Haram holds is both practically destructive of further material 
development and theoretically hypocritical. Given Nigeria’s existing unemployment and poverty, 
a further divestment from education would only result in worse health, economic, and social 
outcomes. The theoretical hypocrisy stems from Boko Haram’s original leader, and the primary 
author of most of the group’s foundational ideology, Mohammed Yusuf. He routinely argued 
that modern science went against Islamic teaching because it propagated un-Islamic lies, like the 
chemical principle that energy cannot be created or destroyed or the geographic understanding of 
rain as precipitation, but frequently indulged in both Western consumerist culture and modern 
scientific knowledge in the form of modern conveniences, like his Mercedes or YouTube 
account.42 This was part of a larger inability to locate the theological foundation of the 
inadmissibility of non-Qu’ranic education outside of a handful of other extremist Salafist 
writers.43 Manifestations of intellectual and theological incoherence that undermine even the 
internal logic of Boko Haram have only increased under the leadership of the deranged Abubakar 
Shekau, who has eschewed the more scholarly approach of Yusuf.44 

Gendered Terrorism 

Beyond the theoretical inconsistencies of Boko Haram’s ontology, their gendered 
analysis of education and violent mechanism for change are actively destroying the education of 
thousands, even disaggregated from the general devastation that they have spread. The 
kidnapping of schoolgirls from Chibok serves as a representative manifestation of both of these 
tendencies, but in truth only serves as small part of the fullness of either. The opposition of Boko 
Haram to the education of women is threefold. There is a basic concern that the majority of girls 
and women being educated in Nigeria are being taught in public non-Islamic schools, and this is 
significantly supplemented by a belief that women and men should be taught in separate 
schools.45 Finally, and perhaps most importantly, they believe that women’s education should be 
subservient to the education of men in boys to an even greater extent than already exists in the 
notably patriarchal Nigeria, where male pupils outnumber female pupils by ratios of up to 3 to 1 
because of their greater perceived economic value.46 This mentality has serious harmful impacts 

40 Cook, David. "Boko Haram: A New Islamic State in Nigeria." James A. Baker III Institute for Public Policy 11 
(2014) 
41 Peters, Michael A. "‘Western education is sinful’: Boko Haram and the abduction of Chibok schoolgirls." (2014): 
186-190.
42Umar.
Joe Boyle, "Nigeria's 'Taliban' enigma," BBC News, July 31, 2009, , accessed December 1, 2017,
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/8172270.stm.
43 Umar.
44 Ibid.
45 Umar.
46 “Girls’ Education: Nigeria Country Office”, UNICEF September 2007
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on the educational attainment of women. Even interpreted optimistically, this denies an 
autonomy of educational choice or attainment for women while undermining universal claims to 
education. Such an outcome also undermines the education of men. One of the most important 
developmental lessons of the past few decades has been that the education and economic 
development of men is almost always deeply benefited by the education and economic 
development of women.47 As actualized by Boko Haram, this ideology is not merely a failure to 
grant rights, but also a vicious and sustained violent campaign to suppress them. 

This gendered dimension of Boko Haram’s attacks exists on a truly horrific scale. The 
number of women targeted for kidnapping alone is likely in the thousands, and while not all were 
targeted because of their schooling like the girls from Chibok, all are or were denied access to 
education and most other forms of personal autonomy. This group is separate from the number of 
people killed by Boko Haram’s campaign of terror, which has also disproportionately included 
non-combatant women.48 This compounds Nigeria’s existing gendered education disparities in 
an explicit sense, lowering the number of women in Nigerian schools. Because female 
enrollment in Nigerian education is also highly determined by opportunity cost, Boko Haram 
also increases incentives for women and girls to refrain from enrolling in education in the North 
East under the threat of violence to both them and their families.49 This is amplified by the 
preexisting understanding of women’s education as a secondary concern, but a similar 
mechanism of threats of violence has also undermined the larger education system in Northern 
Nigeria, particularly in Borno.  

Destroying Education 

The threat of violence dampens participation in school, and undermines the right to 
education guaranteed to children in Nigeria by everything from the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights to the Nigerian Federal Constitution.50 This starts with the traditional ways in 
which schooling is disrupted by conflict, including the shutdown of government operations, the 
accidental destruction of school buildings or supplies, the diversion of education to military 
spending, and the long term psychological and learning disabilities often created by early 
exposure to trauma, like terrorist operations.51 However, given the explicit anti-education politics 
of Boko Haram, the violence caused by their action has even more forcefully denigrated 
education in Nigeria. In Borno alone 512 schools have been destroyed, and in the entire nation, 
over 1.4 million children have displaced by Boko Haram’s bombings, assassinations, and 
strategic attacks.52 When schoolhouses are destroyed it is not only impossible to spontaneously 
rebuild them, particularly in country with as much poverty as Nigeria, but the expensive school 
supplies and irreplaceable children’s education records held in the schools are also destroyed.  

47 Blumberg, Rae Lesser. "Toward a feminist theory of development." Feminism and sociological theory (1989): 
161-99
48 Sheridan, Mary Beth, and Kevin Uhrmacher. "The brutal toll of Boko Haram's attacks on civilians." The
Washington Post. Accessed April 13, 2016. https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/world/nigeria-boko-haram/.
49 Lincove, Jane Arnold. "Determinants of schooling for boys and girls in Nigeria under a policy of free primary
education." Economics of Education Review 28, no. 4 (2009): 474-484.
50 Article 26 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948).
Section 18(3) of the Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, 1999 (as amended) (CFRN 1999).
51 Isokpan, Aisosa Jennifer, and Ebenezer Durojaye. "Impact of the Boko Haram insurgency on the child's right to
education in Nigeria." PER: Potchefstroomse Elektroniese Regsblad 19, no. 1 (2016): 1-43.
52 Ibid.
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Similarly, introducing displaced refugees back to their homes, let alone reintroducing 
them to an education environment, is a process that take years after a conflicts ends, which in 
this case still has yet to happen. Teachers are also among the refugees and casualties of Boko 
Haram. 600 teachers have been killed and over 19,000 more have fled their posts.53 Already 
short on educated teachers, Northern Nigeria has no way of replacing those who leave, and the 
shortage is continually growing more dangerous. To cap all of these problems, the international 
aid that has buoyed the region for years has also been withdrawn over concerns about safety.54 In 
this sense Boko Haram is fulfilling the most classical conception of terrorism. It is 
accomplishing through violence and intimidation what it would never be able accomplish in the 
public sphere. An area that has never had adequate funding, infrastructure, or support for public 
education is losing more of all three. Public education is being set back for decades.  

Changing Course 

In order to prevent the resurgence of Boko Haram and the further deterioration of North 
Nigeria, a more holistic and balanced approach to fighting the group is needed. If Boko Haram’s 
history and presence point to real problems with the current social reality in Nigeria, then their 
actions have misdiagnosed those problems and has exacerbated them to a breaking point. 
Turning back Boko Haram includes beginning to address poverty, inequality, instability and 
cultural divisions in addition to the military threat posed. Such efforts are already being 
undertaken by the Nigerian government, but they follow years of military focus and are still too 
narrow in their approach. Existing programs that pay moderate imams and clerics to broadcast 
over the radio or that seek to alleviate the poverty of families considered at particular risk of 
radicalization are not enough.55 Similarly, the patchwork funding provided by Western 
philanthropists fails to fulfill the local need.56  

Wholesale social investment in a revitalized Northern Nigeria is needed. This is not to 
suggest, as some have, that social services can completely remove the need for security forces or 
that peace in area can feasibly be predicated on total regional equality or localized development. 
However, it is to suggest that it is both feasible and necessary to incorporate a development lens 
to the counterterror efforts in Nigeria. This necessarily includes culturally sensitive education 
efforts both because education is a consistent boon to anti-terror efforts broadly and because its 
utilization in this case would rebuild a much needed sector, the destruction of which is the 
ideological aim of Boko Haram. Without these efforts, it is likely that it will be, in the words of 
Borno state governor Kashim Shettim, “absolutely impossible for us to defeat Boko Haram.”57 

53 "Is Education Boko Haram's Biggest Victim?" Africa News Service, 9 Dec. 2015. Infotrac 
Newsstand, http://link.galegroup.com/apps/doc/A436877191/STND?u=unc_main&sid=STND&xid=dd338087. 
54 Sampson, I. T. (2016). The dilemmas of counter-bokoharamism: Debating state responses to boko haram 
terrorism in northern nigeria. Security Journal, 29(2), 122-146. 
doi:http://dx.doi.org.libproxy.lib.unc.edu/10.1057/sj.2013.2 
55Ibid.  
56 "African American Business Tycoon Financing Education of Women Kidnapped by Boko Haram." Journal of 
Blacks in Higher Education (Online) (Jan 04, 2017).  
57 Tim Cocks, "Nigeria Islamists better armed, motivated than army: governor," Reuters, February 17, 2014, , 
accessed December 14, 2017, https://www.reuters.com/article/us-nigeria-violence/nigeria-islamists-better-armed-
motivated-than-army-governor-idUSBREA1G1AO20140217. 
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Why Education 

The generalizable benefits to increasing education spending are primarily the reduction of 
a population’s vulnerability to being coopted by terrorist organizations and investment in terror 
reduction for the future. Illiterate populations and those without any formal schooling are 
particularly susceptible to terror recruiting.58 They both often are mired in poverty and lack 
material incentives to maintain peaceful stability. Further, they are less likely to have the formal 
frameworks to reject the fabulist narratives of terror organizations.59 There are many recruits 
who do not fit these demographic profiles, but reducing these susceptibilities makes recruiting 
more difficult for terrorist organizations in the short term. In the long term, investing in 
education not only creates citizens better equipped to avoid terrorism, but also fosters a 
responsive relationship between the polis and the government. The government is conditioned to 
provide goods and services to the populace while the populace comes to view traditional venues 
of expression as legitimate methods for expressing discontent or anger.60 A culture of 
knowledge, cooperation, and a shared educational national identity is fostered and hopefully 
thrives in this context. Cohesive education systems undermine terrorism with a degree of 
immediacy and serve as preventive measures. 

The particular counter terror value of education expansion in Nigeria would depend 
significantly on the structure of the expansion, but regardless of the exact implementation would 
rebuke Boko Haram’s ontological framing. By funding education, the Nigerian government 
would begin creating a meaningful counter proposal to the injustices that Boko Haram’s 
existence highlights. It would also be rebuking the idea that education must be tied to a politics 
of the elite, wealthy, or Western. Education is also uniquely located in Nigeria along fault lines 
of regional, religious, and class conflict. If policies were implemented to expand the existing 
curricular room for religious instruction or public skill-oriented coursework to supplement 
Qur’anic education was launched, these programs might begin to ameliorate the historical 
tensions that predate Boko Haram and give it modern saliency. These are not guaranteed 
solutions, and even among peaceful Salafists might be as unpopular as early government 
attempts to exploit the community for security purposes.61 Nonetheless, they are unique 
opportunities for the peaceful resolution of traditionally explosive frictions.  

Conclusion 

Education cannot serve the function of all social welfare, and social welfare cannot serve 
the solitary function of preventing terrorism, nor should it. However, Boko Haram is a regressive 
movement rooted in education conflicts of the past and interested in attacking education in the 
modern day. A Nigerian counter terror effort that fails to recognize this fundamentally fails to 
fully understand the problem of Boko Haram.  Nigeria’s current strategy of military engagement 
has failed to create a lasting victory, and disillusioned Northern Nigerians have suffered both the 
violence of Boko Haram and the violence of the state response, which in some cases has been 

58 Bakare, Ilesanmi Abiodun. "Soft power as a means of fighting international terrorism: a case study of Nigeria’s 
“Boko Haram”." Vestnik RUDN. International Relations 16, no. 2 (2016): 285-295. 
59 Ibid. 
60 Ibid. 
61 Toni Johnson and Mohammed Sergie, "Boko Haram," Council on Foreign Relations, March 1, 2015, , 
https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/boko-haram. 
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worse.62 More must be expected of Nigeria and its allies in investing in marginalized 
communities before violent uprising and the murder of innocents become the prevalent methods 
of voicing dissent. Beyond education, this includes everything from new anti-corruption 
campaigns, the previous failures of which have been part of Nigeria’s cyclical violence since 
independence, to health care reform.63  If Americans, and the West broadly, are interested in 
Nigerian lives, they must more rigorously invest in development instead of sending 80 soldiers to 
save 200 girls, only after thousands have already died.64 As some security analysts worry that 
Boko Haram is slowly splitting into a domestic terror group and an ISIS affiliate interested in 
international violence, it is important to remember that the most important members of Boko 
Haram are not the leaders.65  Abubakar Shekau might be too unstable and cruel an actor to 
effectively negotiate with, but every other member of Boko Haram or prospective participant 
should be given every reason to leave the group, including the promise of a better life in 
Northern Nigeria through education. 

62Ibid.  
63 Suleiman, Mohammed Nuruddeen, and Mohammed Aminul Karim. "Cycle of bad governance and corruption: 
The rise of Boko Haram in Nigeria." SAGE Open 5, no. 1 (2015): 2158244015576053. 
64 SenatorMikulski, “Mikulski calls for continued action to bring to justice book haram terrorists and ensure access 
to education for women and girls,” YouTube Video, January 26, 2014, https://youtu.be/acEMYXzn4PU. 
65 Johnson and Sergie. 
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